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Progress in the investigation of fracto-emission (FE) from polymers, crystalline materials, and interfaces are presented involving measurements of electron, photon, radiowave, and neutral atom and molecule emissions. We examine FE during the peeling of binder elastomer from single crystals of RDX; these emissions show FE features unique to adhesive failure. We present images of the photon emission during the peeling of adhesives. We also present mass spectroscopic measurements of the neutral particles emitted from the fracture of single crystals of MgO. In an appendix, we present results of simultaneous measurements of photon and electron emission from single crystal MgO. In addition, we present experiments on the consequences of simultaneous exposure of polymers to electron beam radiation and mechanical stress. In these studies we show that cracks can be initiated and/or propagated at stresses lower than critical stress values. The morphology of the stressed polymers plays a key role in the observed response.
I. TECHNICAL SUMMARY

The deformation and fracture of insulating materials and interfaces between
dissimilar materials can produce excitations within materials and on fracture surfaces
that lead to the emission of particles. The types of particles observed include charged
particles such as electrons and ions, neutral species (atoms, molecules, and radicals), and
photons (of radio, IR, and visible wavelengths). Taken together, we call this emission
fracito-emission (FE). Our studies to date have emphasized measuring the characteristics
of this emission, determining emission mechanisms, and to examine the relations between
FE and the nature of the fracture event (locus of fracture, crack velocity, charge
separation and bond breaking phenomena, etc.).

In this report we present results on the fracture of model propellents and
measure for the first time the FE during the peeling of binder elastomer [HTPB and
GAP] from single crystals of RDX. We show that these emissions exhibit FE features
unique to adhesive failure. We also present images of the photon emission during the
peeling of adhesives created by peeling household adhesive tapes from Poloroid Film or
from optical fiber bundles in contact with the film. We present mass spectroscoptic
measurements of the neutral particles emitted from the fracture of single crystals of
MgO where we examine the role of large concentrations of precipitates and incorporated
OH in producing O containing emissions. In an appendix, we present results of
simultaneous measurements of photon and electron emission from single crystal MgO
including measurements on the photon emission which occurs during loading prior to
failure. In addition, we present experiments on the consequences of simultaneous
exposure of polymers to electron beam radiation and mechanical stress. In these studies
we show that cracks can be initiated and/or propagated at stresses lower than critical
stress values. The morphology of the stressed polymers plays a key role in the observed
response.
II. INTRODUCTION

When a crack propagates through an insulating material or at an interface, a number of excitations and imbalances in charge stoichiometry can occur. This can result in electronic and chemical processes which result in the emission of particles, i.e., electrons ±ions, neutral species, and photons from the region of the crack and from the fracture surfaces. This emission is called fracto-emission (FE). Our goals are to 1) characterize in detail the properties of FE, 2) to determine the emission mechanisms for the particles observed, and 3) to examine the dependence of FE on the fracture event and materials properties. For example, we have shown previously that these emissions are sensitive to the locus of fracture, crack velocity, and various external parameters such as gaseous environment, fracture surface temperature and presence of electric fields. The interactions of fracture generated surface charge, emitted charge, and external electric fields is of some interest to propellant researchers because of the hazards of discharges to or within energetic materials.

In addition, we are exploring the interaction of radiation with materials under mechanical stress. We are determining the sensitivity of materials under stress to damage of various kinds induced by bombardment by electrons, ions, and energetic photons. For example, we are studying electron beam induced crack initiation and crack propagation.

In this report we include our recent work done in collaboration with Dr. Rena Yee on the electron and photon emission accompanying the peeling of binder elastomers directly from single crystals of RDX and compare these results from the fracture of unfilled binder and RDX filled binder which constitutes model rocket propellent (Section III). This work has been submitted to J. Appl. Phys.
In section IV, we examine contact prints (autographs) of the photon emission produced by another type of adhesive failure: pressure sensitive tapes peeled from surfaces. One sees direct evidence of the small electrostatic discharges which occur in this type of fracture involving interfacial failure. This work has been submitted to J. Adhesion.

Section V contains work on the neutral molecule emission produced from the fracture of single crystal MgO. Here we are concerned with the role of incorporated OH groups which we characterize with IR spectroscopy and accompanying precipitates with the emission of O containing gases. This work has been submitted to J. Vac. Sci. Technol A.

In Appendix I we include a very closely related study on single crystal MgO, work performed for the National Science Foundation, which examines the simultaneous emission of electrons and photons during the deformation and fracture of MgO. We include this work because it clearly shows the types of excitations that can occur in a crystalline material under such loading and presents mechanisms for these emissions.

In Section VI a short review paper on FE is presented which includes correlations of the emission with crack position (on a submicrosecond scale), fracture surface temperature (following fracture), surface roughness as seen by fractography, and an example of photon emission due to debonding between polymer and a fiber inside a specimen. This paper is to be published in the Proceedings of the International Society for Optical Engineering (SPIE), Vol. 743.

Section VII includes a study of the initiation and growth of cracks in polymers created by exposing materials to mechanical stress and electron beam irradiation. Here we are interested in possible synergisms between these stimuli that result in microcracking and crack propagation. This work has been submitted to J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A.
Section VIII is a similar study of stressed polymers undergoing bombardment by energetic neutral atoms, in this case several keV Xe atoms, which also shows that microcracking can result. This work will be published in the *ASTM Proceedings for Radiation Effects on Materials*.
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ABSTRACT

In past studies, we have shown that fracto-emission (the emission of electrons, ions, photons, and neutral species) is observable during and following the fracture of simulated model propellant composites. In this paper we examine the electron, photon, and radio frequency emissions from two situations that lead to interfacial or adhesive failure: the fracture of model propellents loaded with cyclotriethylene - trinitramine (RDX), and the peeling of binder material from macroscopic single crystals of RDX. Two binder materials are examined: hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene/isophorone diisocyanate and polyglycidyl azide prepolymer cured with a multifunctional isocyanate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When fresh free surfaces are formed during the fracture of non-metals, the emission of a number of particles have been observed [1-21]. These emissions include the release of electrons, ions, neutral atoms and molecules, photons (frequently called triboluminescence), and long wavelength electromagnetic radiation (radiowaves). These emissions are known collectively as "fracto-emission". We have reported previously the observation of electron emission and photon emission during the fracture of simulated rocket propellents [2,3,11,12,14,15] and single crystals of energetic materials [19-21]. One reoccurring observation involves the striking consequences of fracture involving interfacial or adhesive failure between polymers and materials such as glass, metals, or dissimilar polymers: the emission intensities often exceed cohesive failure signals by orders of magnitude, the energy distributions are considerably higher, and the durations of the emission after fracture are often many hundreds of seconds as compared with only a few seconds or less for the cohesive cases. As previously discussed, the key physical phenomenon that is responsible for these unique emission characteristics is the separation of charge when interfaces between dissimilar materials fail [e.g. 12, 14-16].

Since rocket propellents consist generally of elastomeric binders filled with high concentrations of small, crystalline explosive material, it was of interest to determine if during the fracture of rocket propellents, fracto-emission characteristic of interfacial failure occurred and, in particular, if detachment between macroscopic surfaces of binder and explosive crystal would be emissive in comparison with the emission from the fracture of neat binder. The physical and chemical consequences of the fracture of energetic materials is of importance due to possible connections with undesirable instabilities that occasionally arise during handling and combustion of these materials.
II. EXPERIMENTAL

Samples of model rocket propellent were produced at the Naval Weapons Center (NWC) as part of a larger study directed by one of us (R.Y.Y.) on the mechanical properties of a variety of propellent formulations. This work will be published elsewhere. For this study we examine the emission for systems involving the binder materials:

a) HTPB: hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene/isophorone diisocyanate (R45M/IPDI), and

b) GAP: polyglycidyl azide prepolymer cured with a multifunctional isocyanate.

Two types of specimens were tested: tensile specimens (see Fig. 1a) and macroscopic, interfacial failure specimens (see Fig. 1b). The tensile specimens were prepared both neat and filled with cyclotriethylene-trinitramine (RDX) crystallites (mixtures of Class A and Class E RDX which represent crystallites of different particle sizes distributions; e.g., A contains larger particles -- typically 200 microns, and E contains typically 4 micron particles). The filled HTPB contained 75% and the GAP samples contained 68.6% by weight RDX. Both the filled and unfilled elastomers were tested in the form of rectangular 2 mm x 9 mm x 5 mm tensile specimens which contained a 1 mm notched in the center. The tensile specimens were strained at either 2.5 mm/s or 30 mm/s. The notched unfilled HTPB specimens typically elongated to 250% before failure, while the notched GAP samples elongated to approximately 60%. Both notched elastomers had a load at fracture of 6 N.

For the macroscopic "peel" experiments, large single crystals of RDX were grown from a carefully prepared acetone solution. Crystals of high optical quality of dimensions of approximately 1 cm in length and a few mm in thickness. The largest of the exposed crystal planes were chosen for attachment by a "tape" using the binders for
adhesive. The tape was made by first mixing and degassing the prepolymer, catalyst and curative. The uncured polymer was then spread out to form a layer about one mm thick on a piece of polyester cloth on aluminum foil which, in turn, was supported by an aluminum plate. The RDX crystal was then laid on top of the uncured binder with the the desired crystal plane facing down onto the uncured polymer. The whole assembly was then covered with aluminum foil and heated in an oven at 60 C under atmospheric pressure to cure. The curing time was five days for the R45M system and three days for the GAP system. The binder/crystal interfaces were irregular in shape with an average contact area of 1.2 cm$^2$ for GAP/RDX and 0.6 cm$^2$ for the HTPB/RDX system. The T-peel test was conducted at a peel rate of 1.2 mm/s.

All experiments were conducted in a diffusion pumped vacuum system at $10^{-4}$ - $10^{-5}$ Pa. Electrons were detected with a Galileo Electro-Optics channel electron multiplier model 4821. Visible photons were detected with a Thorn EMI 9924QB photomultiplier tube with a quartz window and bialkali cathode. Both detectors produced narrow 10 ns pulses which were amplified, discriminated, and counted in a multichannel scaler. The sample load was measured with a Sensotec Model 51 Load Cell, the output of which was digitized.

Figure 1 shows schematically the testing arrangements for a) the tensile specimens and b) the macroscopic "peel" experiments. In the latter experiments, great care was taken to minimize the forces applied to the interface prior to testing, thus the use of a light weight cord to attach to the "tape". This cord was attached to a force transducer mounted on a rod that could be translated from outside the vacuum system at a uniform rate. The measured force was thus the total force applied to the "tape" and was approximately equal to the peel force. In the data presented, the emission curves are plotted on a semilog scale and the load curves shown are on linear scales.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first examined the electron emission (EE) from the tensile fracture of the filled and unfilled elastomeric binders. Fig. 2 shows the electron emission (EE) from the tensile fracture of RDX filled HTPB strained at 2.5 mm/s. The vertical arrows mark the time interval when crack growth was occurring. The emission consists of a build up of intensity during crack growth, peaking at the final separation of the two surfaces. The after-emission following fracture is a decaying signal which lasts a few seconds. Attempts to detect the photon emission (phE) from fracture produced at this strain rate showed no detectable signal above the noise level of our photomultiplier.

Figures 3a and 3b show the simultaneous EE and phE, respectively, from the tensile fracture of the same material (RDX filled HTPB) where the strain rate has been increased to 30 mm/s. The EE has increased by an order of magnitude, with a significantly longer tail in the after-emission. The phE, although small, is now evident as a short burst (duration < 1 s) above the detector noise. Such emission is typical of the fracture of elastomeric composites where interfacial failure and a high degree of charge separation occur [2,14,15].

Similar experiments were carried out on RDX filled GAP. Figures 4a and 4b show the EE and phE, respectively, from the tensile fracture of the filled GAP samples strained at 30 mm/s. At this relatively high strain rate, there are large bursts of EE and phE at fracture followed by a long decay in the electrons and a distinctly observable decay in the photon emission. When compared with lower strain rates, the higher strain is found to produce an order of magnitude more EE and easily detectable phE with a distinct decay curve following fracture.

The ratio of EE/phE intensities as well as the details of the long time scale decay in the EE and phE are very much material dependent. The HTPB/RDX composite
samples yield considerably more electrons than photons, whereas the GAP/RDX samples yield relatively smaller EE/phE ratios due to the more intense phE.

Figures 5a and 5b show the EE from the tensile fracture of the unfilled HTPB and GAP binders without the RDX filler, fractured at a strain rate of 2.5 mm/s. The fracture of the neat binders produces very few electrons. Table I presents a summary of the total detected emission (the integrated emission curves) for the various types of tests.

The striking differences between unfilled vs filled binders are attributed to the occurrence of the failure of the interfaces between the filler particles (RDX) and the elastomer matrix. At the strain rates studied here, the possibility of fracturing individual RDX crystals does not seem very likely. Such small crystals would tend to move with the matrix as the matrix was strained and detach (dewet) at stresses well below the strength of the crystals. Furthermore, we have previously reported on the electron emission from the fracture of single crystals of RDX loaded in three point bend [20]. The most typical emission curve was a burst of electrons of a few hundred counts/sec which then decayed in just a few seconds. Clearly the fracture of the components of the composite system alone does not produce the characteristics of the signals seen accompanying fracture of the composites.

The basic concepts of the model we have proposed to explain the characteristics of emission accompanying interfacial failure involves the intense charge separation accompanying this form of fracture. The charging process which creates this charge separation is due to contact charging that occurs when dissimilar materials are placed in contact with one another. In order for the Fermi level to be a continuously smooth function at the interface between the two materials, charge exchange must occur at the boundary. The charging process in insulators is typically a slow process, ranging from minutes to days. However, when these surfaces are separated "rapidly", the low mobility of charge in insulators prevents recombination of charge on the separated surfaces.
Thus, patches of charge in the vicinity of the crack tip yield electric fields across relatively small dimensions. The desorption of gases and release of fracture products near the crack tip provide sufficient pressure in the region of high E fields that microdischarges can occur in the crack. This produces charged particles, detectable long wavelength electromagnetic radiation, and photon emission. Electrons and ions formed in the discharge may excite the crack walls via bombardment, creating excitations, usually explained in terms of electron-hole pair production. The relevant charge states are quickly trapped, e.g., electrons falling into traps near the conduction band, which then may undergo thermally stimulated migration until recombination occurs. This recombination can yield an emitted electron (thermally stimulated electron emission), via an Auger process, or a photon via a radiative transition (thermally stimulated luminescence) [22].

In order to provide further evidence that such a mechanism is occurring in the RDX-binder systems, we designed a "peel" experiment, wherein macroscopic surfaces of binder and RDX could be separated in a controlled manner, and the fracture surfaces examined to verify that at least visually adhesive vs cohesive failure had occurred. As previously described, a large RDX crystal had one crystal face covered with a "tape" of HTPB or GAP elastomer bonded to the crystal which could then be "peeled" off the crystal by application of a force to the relatively rigid backing.

Figures 6a and 6b show on slow time scales the resulting electron emission accompanying the peeling of HTPB and GAP binders from RDX crystals. The onset and completion of peeling are marked with vertical arrows as shown. When compared with the emission from fracture of the binder alone and from cleavage fracture of RDX these curves clearly are characteristic of interfacial failure. The emission is intense and very long lasting. From previous studies, such curves are indicative of considerable electrical activity (microdischarges) during the fracture process which creates elementary excitations on the fracture surfaces (e.g., the elastomer, the crystal, or both). The
thermal stimulation of these excitations result in recombination events (such as electron-hole pair annihilation), thereby radiating a photon or ejecting an electron from the material.

Figures 7a and 7b show on the same time scales the simultaneous measurement of the applied load and electron emission during the peeling of HTPB from an RDX crystal as the end of the tape was pulled at 1.2 mm/s. The onset of emission is about half way up the observed rise in load, indicating that the onset of peeling was not at the maximum applied force. This may have been due to a slight debonding of a small portion of the binder from the crystal during handling, resulting in weaker adhesion. The highest emission rate occurs during the peeling of the binder from the crystal which corresponds to the time when the applied force is large and fluctuating. Fig. 7c shows the rise in the emission curve (same data as Fig. 7b) at 10 ms/channel. At this higher time resolution, we can see fluctuations in the emission rate that are due to the uneven crack velocity during the peel. The arrow indicates where separation of the two surfaces was complete.

Figures 8a and 8b are the corresponding load and EE curves during the peeling of the RDX/GAP system. Here a slight drop in load is observed coinciding with the onset of EE, but again the load rises during the remaining peel. The final detachment (which frequently can happen very quickly) yielded the spike in emission shown. Fig. 8c shows the rise in emission (same data as Fig. 8b) at 10 ms/channel, again showing the fluctuations in emission during peeling. Note that here the burst at the end of the peel (vertical arrow) has a short decay visible on this time scale.

The fracture surfaces under visual, low magnification inspection were very smooth, with a very slight residue visible on the RDX crystal surfaces. There was never any evidence of cohesive fracture either in the elastomer or the RDX crystals.

In some of our experiments the motion of the backing/elastomer surface following separation gave us some interesting information. Fig. 9a shows the emission of
an HTPB/RDX peel experiment where immediately after separation (indicated by the arrow), the backing fell to the bottom of the chamber, several cm from the RDX crystal which remained in front of the detector. The fact that the emission continues indicates that the exposed crystal surface is one of the emitting surfaces.

In Fig. 9b the EE from an HTPB peel experiment shows a typical rise and fall at the first peak on the left due to the peeling. The second peak occurred when the "tape" was pulled further causing it to twist the detached elastomer surface towards the detector. The third peak occurred when additional motion resulted in the elastomer surface moving closer and in full view of the detector. The increases indicate that the HTPB elastomer surface is also an emitter following detachment. In general, the elastomer surface was more emissive for the HTPB/RDX system than for the GAP/RDX system.

Fig. 10 shows the EE accompanying the peeling of GAP from RDX (first peak). After a few seconds of decay with the backing/elastomer surface being held a few mm from the crystal surface, the backing fell to the bottom of the chamber at the instant shown by the vertical arrow. The remaining crystal surface alone produced an increasing amount of detected emission. The electrostatics of the original arrangement (narrowly separated surfaces) apparently discouraged collection of the emitted charges by the electron detector. Also, these results show that the RDX crystal surface is a major contributor to the emission after fracture. In general, the RDX crystal surface was more emissive in the GAP/RDX system than the HTPB/RDX system.

In Figures 11a and 11b we show the simultaneous RE and EE during the peeling of a HTPB/RDX peel system. A number of RE bursts are seen only during the peeling of the elastomer from the RDX crystal. The accompanying EE is not a smooth response but consists of several bursts in emission, many of which correlate with RE bursts. This type of emission is consistent with the occurrence of microdischarges in the crack tip during the propagation of the "crack", i.e., during the peeling process. Note that this is
occurring in a vacuum. Such breakdown requires gases with reasonably low breakdown potentials to be present in the crack tip. We always see the release of gases such as H₂O, CO, and CO₂ during the cohesive fracture of polymers such as polybutadiene although we have not yet determined the gases released during adhesive failure. It should be noted that the phE and RE bursts observed during peeling of pressure sensitive adhesives are considerably more intense in vacuum compared to air, suggesting that the gases from the sample can be conducive to breakdown.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the fracture of HTPB/RDX and GAP/RDX composites as well as the separation of adhesively bonded macroscopic surfaces of HTPB and GAP bonded adhesively to single crystals of RDX show the characteristics of fracto-emission accompanying interfacial failure when compared with the signals from the unfilled binder or the fracture of single crystal RDX. These features include intense, long lasting emission with non-first order decay kinetics, as well as the occurrence of discharge activity (RE) during the peeling process.

Both the HTPB/RDX composite and interface systems typically yielded higher electron emission rates than the GAP/RDX system, approximately a factor of 5 more intense. The HTPB/RDX composite emission was dominated by EE, with the HTPB surface being the most emissive. The GAP/RDX composite system had larger phE emission and exhibited a more active RDX surface for emission than the corresponding experiments in the HTPB/RDX system. Also, in some cases the charge present on the separated surfaces was shown to influence the trajectories of the emitted particles to the detector. Topics of further study include measurements of the energies of the charged particles, emission intensity vs separation velocity, a careful search for and identification
of possible ionic species, and determining in more detail the role of the polymer/crystal interface in determining the intensity of these emissions.
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**FIGURE CAPTIONS**

Figure 1. Experimental arrangement for the detection of electrons from fracture. a) Set-up for tensile fracture of the filled and unfilled binder; b) Set-up for the peeling of the binder from single crystal RDX. In each case, the testing was performed in vacuum.

Figure 2. The electron emission (EE) from the tensile fracture of RDX filled HTPB strained at 2.5 mm/s. The vertical arrows mark the time interval when crack growth was occurring. At this strain rate, no photon emission was detected.

Figure 3. a) The electron emission (EE) and b) the photon emission (phE) from the tensile fracture of RDX filled HTPB strained at 30 mm/s. The rapid rise in the EE and the spike in the phE are coincident with the time of fracture.

Figure 4. The electron emission (EE) and b) the photon emission (phE) accompanying the tensile fracture of RDX filled GAP strained at 30 mm/s.

Figure 5. The electron emission (EE) from the tensile fracture of the unfilled binders: a) HTPB, and b) GAP. The strain rate was 2.5 mm/s.

Figure 6. Long time scale electron emission (EE) curves from the peeling of the elastomers from macroscopic RDX single crystals. a) HTPB from RDX, and b) GAP from RDX.
Figure 7. Simultaneous display of a) the peel force and b) the electron emission (EE) during and following the peeling of HTPB from single crystal RDX. 

  c) The same EE data displayed on a faster time scale (10 ms/channel) during the motion of the crack.

Figure 8. Simultaneous display of a) the peel force and b) the electron emission (EE) during and following the peeling of GAP from single crystal RDX. 

  c) The same EE data displayed on a faster time scale (10 ms/channel) during the motion of the crack.

Figure 9. Electron Emission (EE) accompanying and following the peeling of HTPB from single crystal RDX. 

  a) At the vertical arrow, the backing and elastomer fell away from the detector. The remaining emission is coming from the RDX crystal surface. 

  b) After the initial peak due to peeling additional increases in emission are due to motion of the new elastomer surface to more favorable positions relative to the detector, thus showing that the elastomer surface is also an intense emitter.

Figure 10. The electron emission (EE) from the peeling of GAP from single crystal RDX. At the instant shown by the vertical arrow, the backing/elastomer fell to the bottom of the chamber, resulting in an increase in emission.

Figure 11. Simultaneous measurements of a) the bursts of long wavelength radiation (RE) and b) the electron emission (EE) during the peeling of HTPB from a RDX single crystal. The detection of RE during peeling strongly suggests that microdischarges are occurring due to charge separation during the peel.
Table I. Summary of Total Electron and Photon Emission Intensities For Various Tests Performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen Detected</th>
<th>Strain Rate mm/s</th>
<th>Total EE Detected (Counts/cm²)</th>
<th>Total PhE (Counts/cm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neat HTPB</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neat GAP</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDX filled HTPB</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDX filled HTPB</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDX filled GAP</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>nm</td>
<td>nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDX filled GAP</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEEL: HTPB from RDX</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>400,000</td>
<td>nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEEL: GAP from RDX</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

nm = not measured
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IV. AUTOGRAPHS FROM PEELING PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVES:
DIRECT RECORDING OF FRACTURE-INDUCED PHOTON EMISSION

J. T. Dickinson and E. E. Donaldson
Department of Physics
Washington State University
Pullman, WA 99164-2814

Katisha: "Volcanoes have a splendour that is grim, And Earthquakes only terrify the dolts,
But to him who's scientific, There is nothing that's terrific, In the falling of a flight of thunderbolts!"

KoKo: "Yes, In spite of all my meekness, If I have a little weakness, It's a passion for a flight of thunderbolts!...."

Gilbert and Sullivan, The Mikado.

ABSTRACT

It is well known that visible light is emitted during the peeling of adhesives from various substrates. The major source of light has been identified as small gaseous discharges that result from the intense charge separation accompanying detachment of dissimilar materials. In this paper, we describe an experimental technique which produces clear images of the photons created by peeling pressure sensitive adhesives directly from the surface of a film emulsion or from the surface of a glass fiber optic face plate in contact with the film. The resulting autographs of the emitted light show in considerable detail the spatial structure of the photon emission which in turn reveals the mechanical and electrical behavior of these materials during the peeling process.

I. INTRODUCTION

Accompanying the deformation and fracture of materials, particles and radiation are emitted (collectively known as fracto-emission\textsuperscript{1-16}). The types of particles that have been observed include electrons, ions, neutral species, photons (often referred to as triboluminescence), and long wavelength electromagnetic radiation (radiowaves). These emissions can often serve as sensitive probes of bond breaking, locus of fracture, crack velocity, and other properties of the fracture process. In previous work,\textsuperscript{1-16} we have presented experimental studies of the photon emission (phE), electron emission (EE), positive ion emission (PIE), and the neutral emission (atoms and molecules -- NE) accompanying fracture. This includes studies of composites, metal/inorganic interfaces, and the peeling of pressure sensitive adhesives from several substrates, in various gases, and in vacuum.

When an adhesive is peeled in air and other gases,\textsuperscript{16} the time variations of the phE detected with a fast photomultiplier tube could be characterized as having two components:

a) very fast bursts (peak width on the order of 50 ns or less), followed by

b) characteristic non-first order decay lasting as long as a few tenths of seconds.

The bursts of light were found to be in coincidence with bursts of long wavelength electromagnetic radiation. These observations supported the view that as small regions of the adhesive detach from the substrate, patches of electrical charge are created which lead to gaseous breakdown (micro - "thunderbolts") in and near the crack tip. This light is very likely similar in wavelength to a weak discharge in air which is dominated by molecular nitrogen emission lines. We have attributed the slower-decaying component to a phosphorescence-like emission from the adhesive and/or substrate which is excited by the discharge, i.e., the resultant particle bombardment of the surface(s), created by the discharge and accelerated by the charged surfaces. In polymers, the relaxation from such stimuli is multicomponent in nature, consisting of fluorescence decay (the decay of excited electronic states created at t=0) and photons from the recombination of charge carriers, defects, and/or free radicals. The latter is rate limited by
diffusion of "reactants" (the mobile species frequently being electrons) and is therefore a thermally activated process.\(^1\)

In this paper, we present a novel method of examining the characteristics of these light emissions. Early attempts using a camera equipped with fast film and a large aperture lens were not successful due to insufficient light intensity. However, by placing the adhesive joint in close proximity to the film while the adhesive was undergoing failure we were able to obtain images. In an early experiment we peeled tapes from a glass slide in contact with the film. Although the resulting images were poorly resolved due to the spreading of the light through the thickness of the glass, this experiment demonstrated that photons from peeling (as opposed to electrons, x-rays, or chemical reactions) did indeed produce images on photographic film. As we shall show, extremely clear images were obtained by peeling adhesives directly from the surface of the film emulsion or from a fiber optic face plate in contact with the film. Furthermore, we also show that details of the adhesive bonding and the peeling mechanics greatly influence the resulting images.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

In these experiments, two types of pressure sensitive adhesives were used: 3M Scotch Brand Magic Tape [No. 810] and 3M Brand Filament Tape [No. 893]. We refer to these tapes as Magic Tape and Filament Tape, respectively. Magic Tape consists of a cellulose acetate backing which carries a back release coating having a critical surface tension for wetting of approximately 21 dynes/cm. The adhesive is a long-side-chain alkyl acrylate. Filament Tape has an adhesive of natural rubber combined with varying amounts of a tackifying agent which is a hydrocarbon resin, apparently terpene based. More tackifier is used on the face of the adhesive and less in the saturating layer binding the glass filaments to the backing. In Filament Tape, the polyester tape backing has been treated with a release coating having a critical surface tension for wetting of approximately 21 dyne/cm.
In the work presented here, Polaroid films were used exclusively; the following films were used to record the images:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film Emulsion Type</th>
<th>ISO</th>
<th>Coating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Polaroid)</td>
<td>(ASA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Uncoated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>Gelatin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107C</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>Gelatin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>612</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>Proprietary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These films are all available in flat or roll format and were loaded in the appropriate Polaroid camera back which made the emulsion side of the film surface conveniently available for experimenting. A dark slide protected the film when room light was on. Experiments were conducted in a darkroom with typical times of exposure to the "background" light being a minute or two. No evidence of fogging from background light was observed.

Experiments were carried out by pressing the tape down by hand on the chosen substrate and then stripping by hand, usually in a 90° peel geometry. Approximate peel speeds were estimated by timing the duration of the peel and measuring the distance peeled from the image itself. Of course, instantaneous peel speeds varied considerably. After each experiment was completed, the Polaroid films were developed in a standard fashion, producing a "print" in a few seconds. Materials placed between the adhesive and the film emulsion were useful in demonstrating the nature of the emitted light. To determine if residue of the adhesive left on the surface of the film following peeling might prevent subsequent normal development, we exposed the film to light before or after peeling. These films showed normal sensitivity in the
region where the tape was attached and removed proving that the images were not altered by a possible thin contamination layer.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results to be presented in this section involve presentation of the resulting images from various substrates and peeling configurations. In general, in the figures shown, the peeling was from left to right and (unless otherwise stated) in 90° peel geometry.

**Glass Slide as Substrate.** As mentioned previously, the peeling of various tapes from glass slides held in contact with the Polaroid film was investigated. Figures 1 and 2 show the resulting images from Magic Tape and Filament Tape peeled from the glass slide at approximately 15 cm/s, using Type 107C Film and Type 612 Film. The images are somewhat blurred because the glass slide allows the light to spread. Although this results in images with poor resolution, the glass assured us that only visible light reached the film, excluding charged particles, reactive chemical species, and ultraviolet light. Since peeling tape directly from the film produced images of a similar nature, it implies that these clearer images (autographs) are indeed due to photon emission. Note that the image intensities in fact correlate as expected with the ISO numbers. Similar patterns could be created using other transparent substrates (e.g., PMMA). Note that the outline of the slide can be seen clearly from the light scattered along the edges into the film by internal reflection.

**Film Emulsions as Substrates.** Placing the adhesive in direct contact with the film emulsion and peeling it off within a few seconds of application produced autographs of the highest resolution. In Fig. 3, we see typical patterns from the peeling of both Filament and Magic Tapes from Type 146 Polaroid Projection Film, where the peel was from left to right in a 90° geometry. The peel was accelerated during the peeling from a speed of ~1 mm/s to ~5 cm/s. Both adhesives show striations or stripes in the emission pattern for both fast and slow
peels. This is a consequence of the stick-slip behavior characteristic of peeling with an elastic backing material. Presumably the brightest regions occur during the "slip", i.e., during the fastest detachment. The darker regions are not totally dark, particularly in the case of Magic Tape (Fig. 3a). The sharpest features seen for both tapes must occur quite close to the emulsion surface. The larger, more diffuse features most likely occur at slightly greater distances from the film. However, it was shown earlier\textsuperscript{16} that when Filament Tape was peeled off of its own backing, some light was emitted even during the minima in intensity (the stick-slip peeling behavior shows up also as intensity variations in time). We also note that preliminary measurements of the charge density remaining on substrates after peeling show similar spacings in the charged patches (approximately 1.0 mm in "wavelength" for similar peel velocities).

Also, consistent with previous results,\textsuperscript{16} the numerous bright spots seen in Fig. 3b (Filament Tape) correspond to the very fast and intense bursts that we showed were due to the more intense microdischarge events accompanying peeling. In the case of Filament Tape, we see from the images that the intensity and number of these stronger arcs increase with peel speed. When these intense spots are examined under magnification, there is considerable structure suggesting breakdown paths parallel to the film surface. Also, it should be noted that the number density of these bright bursts at fast peel speeds is roughly 1 arc/mm\textsuperscript{2} which is consistent with the number of radiowave bursts detected during comparable peeling.\textsuperscript{16}

Smaller, individual arcs are also observable for Magic Tape/Type 146 Film and are most evident at slower peel speeds. At higher speeds, large numbers of these arcs merge to form a nearly continuous line across the width of the tape image. In the original photographs viewed with magnification, it is also evident that the regions of lower intensity emission are in fact the result of many low intensity discharge events.

The spacing of the striations is governed by the geometry of peeling, by the viscoelastic properties of the adhesive, and the elastic properties of both the tape backing and the film substrate. One can effectively modify the stiffness of the tape backing by applying one or two layers of electrical tape to the back of the adhesive tape being tested prior to peeling. In Fig.4,
we show the resulting image for modified Magic Tape. The striations now have a wave length of 2 mm as compared to 1 mm for peeling unbacked Magic Tape at about the same speed. Note also the reduction in intensity and larger width of each striation due to changes in the mechanics of peeling.

We also tested the effect of peel geometry on emission patterns. In Fig. 5 the peeling of Magic Tape from type 47 film was started at approximately 180° (parallel to the film), then the peel angle was changed to about 90° at approximately the same peel speed. The striations are considerably closer together for the 90° peel angle with fewer high intensity "thunderbolts". The latter may well be due to the distribution and density of charge favoring higher intensity discharges in the case of the 180° peel.

When a different film is used as a substrate, there are considerable differences in the resulting patterns. In spite of a factor of 10 increase in ISO, the peeling of tape from Type 47 and Type 107C Films does not produce as bright an image as from Type 146 Film, in contrast to the observations in Figures 1 and 2. We show the records for Magic Tape peeled at three different peeling speeds from Type 107C Film in Fig. 6, which results in visible but less intense images. This means that considerably less light per unit area was produced during the peeling. The likely explanation for the reduced emission is differences in the substrate surfaces which result in less contact charging [i.e., in the case of Type 107C Film], thus producing less electrostatic discharge activity upon peeling. This demonstrates the important role played by the interface in creating the conditions which produce these emissions.

At higher speeds, Fig. 6c, one sees aligned and imbedded in the less intense vertical striations of light, the appearance of a number of very bright discharges, occasionally several per strip. The very dark circles are due to bubbles inadvertently formed when applying the tape. Flaws in the adhesive produce very similar features. Frequently, extremely sharp, enhanced images of the tape edges are produced. The mechanics of peeling the tape is known to produce a positive pressure rise along these edges as the crack tip approaches. This momentarily improves the contact between the adhesive and substrate which appears to assist
the resulting emission, visible in the bottom of Fig. 6c. As we show below, if we purposely produce high pressure regions during the attachment of the adhesive to the emulsion surface, higher intensity emission is observed.

Fig. 7 shows similar results for three peel speeds of the Filament Tape peeled from the surface of Type 107C Film. Again, note the diminished images relative to Type 146 Film. As the peel speed increases, the striations become less noticeable and the individual discharges, although fewer, are considerably stronger.

Fig. 8 shows one of the more intricate patterns of surface arcs observed. During the initial slow part of the peel, there is considerable evidence of longitudinal streamers. When the peel speed was increased, several large star-shaped arcs occurred and subsequently many longitudinal surface arcs are found adjacent to the lines of intense emission. Because these arcs are very clear (particularly in the original photograph) it means that they occurred on the surface of the film emulsion. Note that at the higher speeds (to the right), the total light emission actually diminished.

Fig. 9 shows slow peeling from the surface of a much faster film, Polaroid Type 612 Film, which is a high contrast film used for recording traces on a cathode ray tube (oscilloscope). With this film there tends to be no gray scale in terms of brightness; nevertheless, considerable detail is still observable. Obviously, the higher ISO (20,000) greatly increases the sensitivity and could be useful for interfaces that are less emissive. The dark regions are due to creases in the tape where there was no adhesive in contact with the film.

Effect of Application Pressure. As mentioned above, contact pressure can influence the intensity of the emission. Fig. 10 illustrates such a situation, where during attachment greater pressure was used on the bottom half to produce a better bond between the Magic Tape and Type 107C Film. The region where the highest pressure was applied yields more emission.

Tape as a Substrate. To vary the type of failure (cohesive vs adhesive), we first attached a layer of Scotch Double Stick Tape to the film emulsion and used this as a platform for attaching various substrates with little loss of resolution due to the thin tape backing. Once a test was
performed, this platform lifted from the film without additional photon emission by wetting the adhesive with methanol applied by a cotton swab adjacent to the peel zone. The methanol appears to fill the capillary crack, and either provides a conducting path which suppresses micro-arcs or simply destroys the adhesive bond. Following removal of this platform layer, the film could be developed in the ordinary fashion.

In photomultiplier experiments as well as electron and positive ion emission experiments (performed in vacuum), we have found that the emission intensity from adhesive failure is considerably more intense than from cohesive failure.\textsuperscript{11-14} For illustration, we arranged the peeling of surfaces of Magic Tape so that the block letters \textit{WSU} peeled in an adhesive fashion (adhesive from backing) and surrounding the letters, only adhesive-from-adhesive was peeled. Where the adhesive was peeled from the backing, much less force was required than the cohesive failure of the adhesive. The top of Fig. 11 shows the actual sample (reattached) used. The resulting image (light passing through various tape layers to the film) is shown on the bottom of Fig. 11; the light came from the adhesive-from-backing separation, i.e., from the regions where adhesive failure occurred. The cohesive failure of polymers can produce photon emission,\textsuperscript{15} although it is typically orders of magnitude lower in intensity and in this case was not visible on the developed film.

\textbf{Release Agents.} We noted frequently that where the adhesive side of the tape had been touched by a finger, we could see the finger print in the image, where the print was \textit{dark} relative to the normal light emission. The oils from the fingers were possibly serving as a release agent (or a conducting path - thus suppressing the discharges). Fig. 12 shows a fingerprint (EED's) deliberately put on the adhesive tape prior to attaching to Type 146 Film. A careful examination of some of the other figures may reveal inadvertent fingerprints on the edges or ends of the images (a sure way to identify stolen data).

Similarly, we marked on the adhesive side of the tape (or on the film surface) with a felt tip pen, allowed the ink to dry, then applied the tape to Type 107C film and peeled. The ink layer produced a peel strength about 1/5 that of untreated Magic Tape. In Fig. 13 we show the
reconstructed sample on top (viewed from the adhesive side), and the resulting photon emission from peeling (bottom). Clearly, wherever there was ink the light emission was negligible compared to the surrounding, normal peel. Thus, such release surface modifications can greatly influence the resulting emission. We point out that similar results were obtained when the ink was applied to the film emulsion.

**Metal Present at Interface.** The production of charge separation during the peeling should lead to strong electric fields. If a conductor is placed in the region between the film substrate and the adhesive, then as the peel front approaches the metal, sufficient charge can be induced on the metal to cause breakdown from the metal edges to the surrounding dielectric (the nearby film surface). In effect, sharp edges of the conductor can act as a charge density "concentrator". The image shown in Fig. 14a was made by placing several pieces of aluminum foil on the adhesive of Magic Tape. This tape was then pressed on the surface of Type 107C Film with finger pressure (reconstructed sample shown on top). Subsequent peeling (>10 cm/s) of the tape resulted in the usual emission where adhesive failure was occurring (bottom of Fig. 14a). Surrounding the foil there is a dark area which is due to bridging of the tape between the film and the foil, thus producing a moat of no contact. Along the trailing edge of the aluminum foil, we observe that there are clear images due to sharp discharges occurring along the trailing edge of the aluminum foil, occasionally along the sides of the foil, and never along the leading edge. These patterns suggest that as the peel line advances, the charge created on the tape (which is lifting the back of the aluminum foil) induces the same sign charge on the opposite edges of the conducting foil. When sufficient charge is induced so that the breakdown voltage of air is reached, the "sparks" occur.

To show that it is not necessary to completely peel the tape past the region where breakdown occurs, we used a triangular piece of foil, with the sharp tip which concentrates induced charge pointing away from the advancing peel (reconstructed sample shown in bottom of Fig. 14b. The resulting breakdown at the tip of the metal where the peel was stopped 7 mm
from the tip is seen in the top of Fig. 14b. The remaining portion of the attached tape was lifted off of the film without producing additional light emission by wetting the adhesive with methanol. The tip being in intimate contact with the film produces very sharp images from microdischarges in the high charge density portion of the tip. Microscopic asperities along the cut edges are the likely sources of the individual arcs observed. With the use of an electrometer, we found that a negative charge $|Q| > 10^{-8}$ C is induced on the foil as the crack tip advances along the edges of the conductor, which is quite sufficient for producing breakdown in a number of gaseous environments, including Pullman air.

**Fiber Optics Face Plate as Substrate.** With the use of a fiber optic face plate, one can transmit light from a substrate above the film, e.g., the top surface of the glass plate itself. The face plate was circular 4 cm in diameter, 4.4 mm thick, and consisted of 6 um diameter fibers. The transmission of the face plate was only a few percent so we used the sensitive Type 612 Film. Figure 15 shows the images produced by peeling magic tape from the top surface of the face plate. The resulting images are similar to Fig. 6 except that with this rigid substrate the striations of stick slip failure are not as prevalent and are really strong only at the highest peel speeds. The microarcs are very distinctly seen with high resolution. The advantage of using a fiber plate is that thin films can be deposited on it and any substrate that transmits light can be studied. These include thin films of polymers and perhaps even metals. Furthermore, the fiber bundle could easily be coupled with an image intensifier, then to film, thereby obtaining even more sensitivity.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Spatial images in the form of autographs of the photon emission accompanying the peeling of pressure sensitive adhesives from various substrates have been produced. The best images were created either by peeling tapes directly from Polaroid emulsion surfaces or from the top surface of a glass fiber optics face plate. Several features were consistent with other measurements:
e.g., a) striations which correspond to periodic variations in time of the phE intensities, b) corresponding variations in charge density on similar insulating substrates, and c) the number density of large discharges from Filament Tape as seen in these images agreed in magnitude with the observed frequency of the large radiowave bursts accompanying peeling. Also, the increase in emission intensity with peeling speed and the appearance of large individual bursts of light at higher speeds was observed in the photomultiplier experiments. The observations of the influence of the mechanics of peeling (stick-slip, edge effects, role of release agents) may be of interest in studying details of the peeling process. The use of a fiber optics plate removes the need to use the emulsion as a substrate to create clear, distinct images and allows the introduction of a variety of substrates for further study. Finally, we mention that we have detected in composite structures photon emission coming from inside glass fiber-epoxy specimens and have shown that it is due to interfacial failure between the fiber and the matrix. With the use of image intensifiers it may be possible to create images of this type of emission and pinpoint the location of yet another type of adhesive failure. Also, color slide films are available (e.g., Fuji Film, Type DX-400) which can be pushed to ISO 1600 by special developing techniques. This sensitivity was found sufficient to produce faint but distinct blue images of both 3M tapes studied here when peeled from the film emulsion.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Images from peeling a) 3M Magic Tape and b) 3M Filament Tape (below) from glass slides placed directly upon the emulsion of Polaroid Type 107C Film, where peeling started at -1 mm/sec and was accelerated. Here and in all other cases, the tape was peeled from left to right. Unless otherwise stated, the peels were in a 90° geometry.

Fig. 2. Images from peeling a) 3M Magic Tape and b) 3M Filament Tape from glass slides placed directly upon the emulsion of Polaroid Type 612 film.

Fig. 3. a) Magic Tape and b) Filament Tape peeled from the negative emulsion of Polaroid Type 146 Film. For scale we note that the tapes are 19 mm wide. In this case the peel speed was accelerated during peeling beginning at ~1 mm/sec and proceeding to ~5 cm/sec.

Fig. 4. Magic Tape stiffened by two layers of electrical tape then peeled from Type 107C Film.

Fig. 5. Effect of peel geometry. First 180° then 90° peel angle, Magic Tape and Type 47 Film.

Fig. 6. Magic Tape peeled from Type 107C Film at speeds a) 1 mm/s, b) 1 cm/sec, and c) 30 cm/s.

Fig. 7. Filament Tape peeled from Type 107C Film at speeds a) 1 mm/s, b) 1 cm/sec, and c) 30 cm/s.

Fig. 8. An example of complex discharge activity during peeling. Magic Tape peeled from Type 47 Film at an increasing speed.

Fig. 9. Filament Tape peeled from Type 612 Polaroid Film.

Fig. 10. The consequence of increased pressure during attachment of the adhesive to the film emulsion (Type 107C Film).

Fig. 11. Cohesive-adhesive failure. A sandwich of Magic Tape was separated while it was held in close contact with the Type 107C Film by Double Stick Tape. The letters W S U were regions where the Magic Tape peeled from its backing, surrounded by adhesive-from-adhesive peeling.

Fig. 12. A fingerprint (the dark pattern) produced by imprinting the adhesive side of Magic Tape before attaching to Type 146 Film. The oil from the finger serves as a release agent.

Fig. 13. A release coating of ink from a felt tip pen was applied to the adhesive surface before the joint was made (Staedtler Lumocolor pen was used). The ink decreased the adhesion by a factor of five and greatly suppressed the light emission. The reconstructed sample is shown on the top.

Fig. 14. The consequence of peeling in the presence of aluminum foil between the adhesive and the film. a) Various strips of aluminum foil placed across the width...
of the tape; b) a pointed piece of foil oriented "downstream" from the advancing peel line. The charge induced on the metal is the cause of the breakdown at the metal edges. The corresponding reconstructed samples are shown at the top and bottom, respectively.

Fig. 15. Magic Tape peeled from the top surface of a glass fiber optic face plate which was held in close contact with the surface of Type 612 Film.
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ABSTRACT

We present further measurements of the neutral molecule emission accompanying the fracture of single crystal MgO. Comparison is made of the intensities and species of this emission for basically two types of MgO: optically clear and so-called "cloudy" MgO. The latter material contains voids and precipitates of micron and sub-micron dimensions. In addition to time resolved mass selected measurements of the released neutral species we also examine the fractography of the fracture surfaces and infrared spectroscopy of the bulk material. These measurements strongly support a correlation between O₂, CO, H₂O, and CH₄ emission intensities and the presence of dissolved H₂O, microscopic voids, and precipitates in the MgO. Segregation of gases in zones near precipitates may be the major source of O₂ emission.
I. INTRODUCTION

We have been investigating emission processes during deformation and fracture of materials [1-5 and references therein]. The types of emission observed include the release of electrons, ions, neutral atoms and molecules, and photons (so-called triboluminescence as well as long wavelength electromagnetic radiation) and are referred to collectively as fracto-emission (FE). In a previous paper\textsuperscript{1}, we presented initial results on the neutral emission (atoms and molecules) accompanying the fracture of single crystal MgO. We reported observing the emission of \textit{O}_2, \textit{H}_2\textit{O}, \textit{CO}, \textit{CO}_2, \textit{H}_2, \textit{CH}_4, atomic Mg, as well as higher mass hydrocarbons from the fracture of MgO. We also noted\textsuperscript{1} that variations in the oxygen related emissions were observed.

Further study of different types of MgO has revealed that even larger variations in the intensities of a number of these species were observed, depending on the source of single crystal MgO. The major feature that correlated with the emission intensities was the opacity of the crystals. An important part of this paper addresses the observed differences in gaseous emission induced by fracture between these different types of MgO. It should be noted that the opacity of MgO is strongly linked to the presence of voids, and precipitates that are formed during the manufacturing of the crystals, which in turn is dependent on the presence of dissolved \textit{H}_2\textit{O}. As we shall see, the origin of these fracture-induced neutral emission species is a very complicated problem.

We point out that these measurements have considerable importance concerning the nature, mobility, and chemical reactivity of low Z element impurities in ceramic materials. There are also geological implications in relation to abiogenic sources of gases found in rocks and in the atmosphere. In addition, these studies relate directly to the details of fracture and failure mechanisms in ceramics, which is an ever present part of ceramics research. Recent interesting results of Mg atom emission from fracture, whose intensity is independent on the type of MgO, as well as the detection of \textit{O}_2 emission
prior to failure due to microcracking will be presented in later papers due to space limitations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

All measurements were carried out at a background pressure \( \leq 1 \times 10^{-8} \) Torr in a system pumped simultaneously with a cryopump and magnetically suspended turbomolecular pump. Because most signals were of a duration of less than 0.1 s, there was no need for concern of adsorption of background gases on the fracture surfaces producing changes in desorption. Great care was taken to eliminate any artifacts of signals due to motion or rubbing of metal parts. The coincidence (to within a few microseconds) of the onset of emission with the fracture event was the most reliable indicator of gas from the specimen.

Since beginning these studies, four types of single crystal MgO have been studied which may be characterized by their appearance, as shown in Table I. All of these crystals were synthetically grown by arc fusion and have cation purities ranging from 99.9 to 99.99%. Our first report\(^1\) of the neutral emission from MgO was done taken with Spicer1 single crystals. Additional studies were begun using a new block of MgO (Spicer2) which was obviously of higher transparency. Specimens from Spicer2 showed considerable reduction in the emission of \( \text{O}_2 \). On the other hand, experiments using a third set of crystals, SR Cloudy, showed considerably more intense emission of a number of the masses, in particular the \( \text{O}_2 \) emission. The uncut SR Cloudy MgO crystals were quite opaque and milky white in appearance, except for a region near the surface of the material (or near a grain boundary in the original block of material) that was transparent. The cloudiness was not uniformly dense, with veins of more intense light scattering. From the clear regions of the SR crystals, we were able to cut a few single crystals of what we call SR Clear. The few mass peaks measured from SR Clear showed
results similar to the Spicer crystals. Samples of Spicer2, SR Cloudy, and SR Clear single crystal MgO were cut from several cm$^3$ blocks using a diamond saw. Some were polished using 0.25 um diamond paste. The dimensions of the individual samples were typically 12 x 5 x 1 mm. All samples were cleaned ultrasonically in acetone, dried, then mounted in a three-point bending apparatus. Recently, a multiple sample holder was installed where up to 30 samples could be "injected" one at a time (like razor blades) into the breaking mechanism by translation from outside the vacuum system. The span of the three point bend was 2.5 mm and the breaking force was applied in the center with a "pusher" with either a 0.75 mm or 1.5 mm radius of curvature. The "pusher" advanced against the sample at 0.1 cm/second. From the fractography of the fracture surfaces it could be seen that the specimens tended to initiate cracks at the edges of the crystals opposite to the pusher, grow down the front face of the crystal (facing the mass spectrometer ionizer), then grow inward, with the most rapid crack growth in the later part of the fracture. Various force and acoustic transducers were used to determine the time of failure.

The neutral emission from the sample was monitored with a UTI 100C quadrupole mass spectrometer and a Bayard-Alpert gauge (BAG); these detectors were positioned 1.2 cm and 20 cm from the sample, respectively. The BAG was out of line-of-sight of the sample so that only non-condensable species (e.g., O$_2$, CO, CO$_2$) were detected. To minimize ripple of the collected ion current, the BAG filament was powered by a separate DC power supply. The quadrupole was normally tuned to a single mass peak due to the transient nature of the gas release. The electrometer outputs from the quadrupole and the ion gauge were digitized at 80-100 us/channel with a LeCroy Data Acquisition System. The time response of the mass spectrometer electronics was 20 us; the ion gauge electronics response time was 40 ms. Emission peaks are all shown with the background signals subtracted out.
III. RESULTS

Table II presents the average intensities for the mass peaks measured for the various types of MgO used. The most intense parent molecules are indicated. The entries marked with * or nm represent those which were either undiscernible from the background noise or "not measured", respectively. We note that the O₂ and H₂O emission from Spicer2 is greatly reduced. In contrast, the molecular emission from a third source of high purity MgO, SR Cloudy, increased dramatically, with the O₂ emission several orders of magnitude more intense than Spicer2. We will discuss the SR Clear results in a later section.

As further characterization of the differences in emission intensities between Spicer2 and SR cloudy, we compare typical total pressure changes \( p \) accompanying the fracture of these two materials in Fig. 1. Due to the location of the ion gauge, these signals represent only the non-condensable components of the neutral emission. In general the peak shapes of \( p \) for the two MgO types are the same; however, the magnitudes of the pressure changes are quite different, with the intensity of \( p \) for SR Cloudy MgO usually an order of magnitude or more greater than the intensity of \( p \) for the Spicer2 MgO. Assuming the major component of this emission to be O₂, these signals correspond to roughly one monolayer of non-condensable gases desorbed from SR Cloudy MgO fracture surfaces, and about 0.05 monolayers from Spicer2 MgO.

Fig. 2 shows the output signals of the quadrupole mass spectrometer at mass 32 (O₂) from SR Cloudy and Spicer2 MgO (both taken at an electrometer setting of \( 10^{-6} \) A full scale). The arrow indicates the time of fracture for the two specimens. The SR Cloudy peak, which is approximately 1000 times higher than Spicer2 emission, is extremely intense. In contrast, some Spicer2 specimens yielded no detectable mass 32. The time dependence of the mass 32 signal from the SR Cloudy crystals typically requires 400 us to reach its peak value, which is longer than the response time of the electrometer. If
one examines numerically the partial pressure of a gas in a pumped vacuum system as predicted by the so-called "Redhead equation" \(^6\) one finds that the rise in pressure follows the source function, \(N(t)\), independent of \(S/V\), where \(S\) is the system pumping speed and \(V\) is the system volume. [We ignore the time for any instantaneous change in \(N(t)\) to reach randomization inside the chamber; this is estimated to be on the order of 10 us]. Thus, the observed \(O_2\) rise is considered to be limited by the actual \(O_2\) release process rather than an artifact of the vacuum system and spectrometer.

For finite \(S/V\), the decay of the partial pressure can, of course, be considerably longer than the actual decrease in \(N(t)\). Using measured values of \(S/V\), we find that the first part of the mass 32 decay (approximately the first 2 ms) could be due to finite \(S/V\). The longer feature (which actually extends several hundred ms) is either due to adsorption/desorption on chamber surfaces or, more likely, a small amount of desorption continuing from the specimen after fracture.

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the mass 18 peak (\(H_2O\)) for SR Cloudy and Spicer2 MgO, where the signal from the Cloudy specimens rises 30-50 times the background mass 18 level; the data shown was taken on the \(10^{-7}\) A scale. Sequences of emission curves taken at mass 18 and mass 17 show good agreement in amplitude with the cracking fraction of \(H_2O\). The change in pressure for Spicer2 specimens was hardly detectable.

Mass 2 emission peaks from the SR Cloudy and Spicer2 MgO are shown in Fig. 4. The amplitudes and time dependence for these two types of MgO specimens are essentially the same (relatively small), with slightly larger signals from the fracture of SR Cloudy. Most of the Mass 2 signal is attributed to \(H_2\), with small contribution coming from cracking fractions of \(H_2O\) and hydrocarbons.

Masses 15, 28, and 44 from SR Cloudy are shown in Fig. 5; we have assigned these peaks to the parent molecules \(CH_4\), \(CO\), and \(CO_2\). Mass 16 was predominantly due to the \(O_2\) and CO cracking fractions. The CO peak is seen to be almost as intense as the
O₂ emission. (Thus, the total pressure change curve for SR Cloudy in Fig. 1 is almost all due to O₂ and CO). A related study of gas emission from fracture under compression (crushing) has shown the emissions at these masses to be extremely small from Spicer2.

In searching for explanations for these extraordinary differences in the neutral emission intensities, particularly comparing Spicer2 and SR Cloudy, it is necessary to consider the role of impurities and heterogeneities in the crystals. To provide additional information, we have carried out measurements of the infrared spectra in the vicinity of the OH stretch frequencies for Spicer2 and SR MgO. Fig. 6a show the spectra of SR Cloudy and Spicer2, respectively. Essentially no lines are seen in the Spicer2 spectrum. The rising background in the SR Cloudy curve is due to scattering of the IR by the microscopic voids and precipitates present in the SR Cloudy MgO. Fig. 6b shows the expanded spectrum of SR Cloudy MgO in the range 3200-3900 cm⁻¹. The peaks indicated are at 3296, 3312, and 3701 cm⁻¹, with a smaller peak at 3555 cm⁻¹. The peaks at 3296 and 3312 cm⁻¹ indicate the presence of OH stretching in a half compensated defect site (i.e., of the form OH'[++]O₂⁻, where [++] refers to a Mg²⁺ vacancy) in slightly different environments. These defects are equivalent to a VOH center. Peaks at 3555 cm⁻¹ would be indicative of OH stretching in a fully compensated defect site (i.e., of the form OH'[++]OH⁻). The peak at 3701 cm⁻¹ is due to a Mg(OH)₂ (brucite) phase.

Using the relation $A = e \cdot p \cdot c$, where $A$ is the absorptance, $p$ is the path length, $c$ is the concentration, and a molar extinction coefficient $e$ of 81 l/mole-cm, the OH concentrations can be calculated. In half compensated defect sites the OH concentration is on the order of $10^{18}$ cm³, and for fully compensated defect sites it is approximately $10^{17}$ cm³.

Fig. 6c shows the IR spectrum for a sample cut from the aforementioned transparent region of the SR block, i.e., SR Clear. This spectrum also shows peaks (down by a
factor of 5) at 3296 cm\(^{-1}\) and 3312 cm\(^{-1}\), again indicating the presence of OH stretching in half compensated defect sites. There is also a peak at 3555 cm\(^{-1}\), indicative of OH stretching in fully compensated defect sites. The approximate OH concentrations in the SR Clear material are on the order of \(10^{17}/\text{cm}^3\) for both half and fully compensated defect sites. In contrast to the SR cloudy spectrum of Fig. 6c, however, there is no peak at 3701 cm\(^{-1}\), indicating the lack of Mg(OH)\(_2\).

When samples of SR Clear were fractured and mass 32 and the other oxygen containing peaks (44, 28, 18, and 17) measured, the emission was found to be considerably smaller than SR Cloudy (see Table II), quite similar to the Spicer2 MgO. In addition, the total pressure change accompanying these measurements was similar to the Spicer2 MgO.

It is important to emphasize that there are no absorption peaks at any of the above wavenumbers for the Spicer2 MgO; i.e. the concentrations of OH-compensated defect sites and Mg(OH)\(_2\) in Spicer2 MgO are below the detection limit of the spectrometer. These results are in agreement with a study done by Briggs\(^{10}\) correlating opacity and IR spectra.

We have not performed IR spectroscopy on the Spicer1 specimens. However, when compared visually side by side with Spicer2 crystals, there is clearly a difference in that the Spicer1 crystals show limited but detectable opacity in normal lighting and among different Spicer1 crystals, there was a discernible range of opacity. This suggests that Spicer1 is MgO that would be intermediate and variable in its content of OH\(^-\), Mg(OH)\(_2\), and associated macroscopic defects (voids and/or precipitates).

The fractography of the SR Cloudy (strong O\(_2\) emitter) shows that there are very few voids on the exposed fracture surface. Fig. 7a shows an SEM photograph of voids in SR Cloudy; these features could be found only by close inspection of the fracture surface. As shown here, they are often seen in clusters of a single large void, accompanied by a few smaller voids. Occasionally, smaller voids are found in isolation. A rough estimate
of the surface density of the larger voids is $10/cm^2$ and $10^4$ small voids/cm$^2$. The accepted growth mechanism involves dissolved H$_2$O which is incorporated into the crystal during high temperature growth. OH$^-$ frequently associates with Mg$^{2+}$ vacancies to produce V$_{OH}$ centers. V$_{OH}$ centers and oxygen vacancies combine to produce divacancies, which in turn agglomerate to create tiny voids, believed to be filled with hydrogen.\textsuperscript{10-12} These voids have been found to be typically 0.1-10 um in diameter.\textsuperscript{10,12} and are often associated with subgrain boundaries and tangled dislocation networks. As mentioned previously, the cloudiness in the SR MgO samples has been attributed to these microscopic voids due to light scattering.

It is also possible that precipitates are also contributing significantly to the SR Cloudy opacity; a significant number of precipitates are observed, as seen in Fig. 7b, showing a region of the SR Cloudy surface filled with precipitates. These have surprisingly uniform sizes (TM 0.1 um) and often occur along what appears to be subgrain boundaries. An estimate of the average surface density of visible precipitates on the fracture surface is $10^6/cm^2$. Similar SEM photographs on Spicer2 crystals show void (surface) densities on the order of $10^2/cm^2$ and precipitate (surface) densities on the order of $10^3/cm^2$, considerably lower than for SR Cloudy. These precipitates are of the correct size to yield Mie scattering, which is what we observe with HeNe laser light. We have not determined directly the composition of these precipitates but suspect that they are Mg(OH)$_2$, consistent with the IR spectrum above. Briggs\textsuperscript{13} has shown direct evidence of brucite precipitates in MgO and verified that their crystal structure was ordered with respect to the MgO lattice.

IV. DISCUSSION

In summary, then, the SR Cloudy MgO (which yields intense O$_2$, CO, and H$_2$O emission) has associated with it higher void, precipitate (probably Mg(OH)$_2$), and bulk
OH\(^-\) concentrations. The latter is accompanied with O\(^-\) defects (e.g., \(V_I\) defects: an O\(^-\) associated with a cation vacancy), which could serve as a source of oxygen atoms. It is compelling to link the mechanism of the emission of oxygen containing gases to these entities rather than any inherent bond breaking mechanism. In other words, "pure" MgO (to which Spicer2 is an approximation) yields very little \(O_2\), CO, and \(H_2D\) emission; bond scissions occurring during fracture of Mg--O ionic bonds in material with low defect concentrations under our loading conditions do not alone lead to the formation of significant quantities of \(O_2(g)\).

At this point we can only speculate to the origin of these gaseous species and the role the above entities play (e.g., the precipitates, their interface with the MgO, and/or the surrounding MgO (laden with O and H containing defects) as the source of oxygen containing gases. Assuming that the precipitates are indeed the hydroxide, it has been well established\(^9,14\) that the decomposition path for Mg(OH)\(_2\) is as follows: Mg(OH)\(_2\) \(\rightarrow\) MgO + \(H_2O\); thus, one would expect that the only product that could involve the precipitate alone would be \(H_2O\).

The \(O_2\) (which is by far the most intense emission peak from SR Cloudy) is not likely coming from the voids. Unless there are far larger numbers of voids below our SEM resolution, the total volume of the voids is just too small. Rather, the \(O_2\) may in fact be present as a gas trapped at the precipitate interfaces and subgrain boundaries associated with these precipitates. This precipitate zone would serve as a reservoir which suddenly becomes exposed to the vacuum at the time of fracture, releasing the \(O_2\).

[Studies of MgO bicrystals have shown that fracture can nucleate at or near grain boundaries, where dislocations formed during deformation pile up due to a pinning effect\(^15\). The precipitates at subgrain boundaries would make these regions preferred fracture sites in single crystal MgO.] We have fractured samples of identical size of polycrystalline brucite, a mineral obtained from Stevens County, Washington, and looked for \(O_2\) emission; the resulting mass 32 signal was about 10\% of what we observed from
Since these macroscopic defects are always associated with high OH\textsuperscript{-} concentrations, which in turn leads to defects of the type V\textsubscript{OH}, V\textsubscript{I}, and hydrogen-Mg vacancy defects, we cannot rule out a O\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2}O emission mechanism that involves the solid state chemistry of these defects and impurities, as previously described.\textsuperscript{1} However, we note that SR Clear, with high concentrations of OH\textsuperscript{-} showed minimal O\textsubscript{2} and H\textsubscript{2}O emission, suggesting that this is not the dominant mechanism. Secondly, the bulk concentration of the OH\textsuperscript{-} related defects is on the order of 100 ppm, which makes it very difficult to support the idea that fracture is triggering solid state/surface reactions (on the millisecond time scale) which could produce the molecular emission of monolayer quantities that we observe. This is why we have stressed the role of the macroscopic defects and associated zones that would serve as reservoirs of the observed gases.

In contrast, the atomic magnesium emission intensity\textsuperscript{1}, only briefly mentioned here, is independent of the type of MgO fractured, and may indeed be a result of free atoms created by bond breaking. This work shall be discussed further in a publication in preparation.
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SR Cloudy. SEM examination of the brucite fracture surface with SEM showed the failure to be mixed intra- and inter-granular. The mineral showed roughly 95% brucite with magnesite impurities. The fact that mass 32 emission was observed suggests that fracture along macroscopic grain boundaries in Mg(OH)$_2$ can result in O$_2$ release.

Similarly, the CO and CO$_2$ which are also relatively intense from SR Cloudy vs SR Clear and Spicer crystals, appears to be similar to the intense O$_2$ emission. MgO is known to contain concentrations of bulk carbon due to the dissolution of CO$_2$. Studies by Freund, et. al.\textsuperscript{16} have shown this type of MgO contains on the order of 50-800 wt. ppm, and has been attributed to dissolved CO$_2$. We propose that the CO and CO$_2$ we observe are also present and trapped in these precipitate zones and are released at fracture.

Given the cavity growth mechanism described above, one would expect that the very small H$_2$ signals are from H$_2$ gas trapped in the voids which would be released immediately upon fracture. Briggs\textsuperscript{13} calculated that the cavity pressure should be on the order of 300 atm, which means that to obtain a partial pressure rise at mass 2 which we observe, one would only need 30 small voids. Since we observe on the order of $10^3$ small voids per fracture surface in SR Cloudy, the H$_2$ pressure inside the voids would have to be more like $10^{-2}$ atm. This indicates that most of the H$_2$ created during void growth has moved out of the voids. The fact that we see essentially no difference in the H$_2$ signals for the different types of MgO with a wide range of void densities may in fact mean that the H$_2$ we observe is distributed throughout the bulk of the crystal. A mechanism for this has been suggested by Freund et al.\textsuperscript{17}

A small part of the "missing" H$_2$ could have reacted with bulk carbon, presumably on the walls of the cavities where it would be trapped due to the size of the molecule. Fracture simply opens the voids, releasing the methane. The very small amount of heavier hydrocarbons that we see probably coming from the same location, namely the voids.
Table I. Types of MgO single crystals used in Ref. 1 and this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Source of Crystal</th>
<th>Appearance</th>
<th>Emission of $\text{O}_2$ related species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spicer1</td>
<td>W. &amp; C. Spicer Ltd., Cheltenham, England</td>
<td>relatively clear; occasional patches of cloudiness</td>
<td>variable, often intense.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicer2</td>
<td></td>
<td>extremely clear; free of visible scattering centers</td>
<td>generally weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR Cloudy</td>
<td>Super Refractories, Cheltenham, England</td>
<td>very cloudy</td>
<td>extremely intense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR Clear</td>
<td></td>
<td>relatively clear</td>
<td>generally weak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Comparison of neutral molecule emission mass peaks from the fracture of various types of single crystal MgO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystal Type</th>
<th>Mass Peak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\text{H}_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicer1</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicer2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR Cloudy</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR Clear</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Total Pressure change accompanying the fracture of SR Cloudy and Spicer2 single crystal MgO.

Fig. 2. Mass 32 emission from the fracture of a) SR Cloudy MgO and b) Spicer2 MgO. The total gas emitted differs by over a factor of 1000.

Fig. 3. Mass 18 ($H_2O$) emission from the fracture of SR Cloudy and Spicer2 MgO, shown on the same scale.

Fig. 4. Mass 2 ($H_2$) emission from Spicer2 and SR Cloudy MgO, shown on the same plot. Spicer1 and SR Clear $H_2$ emission were essentially identical to these peaks.

Fig. 5. Mass 15, 28, and 44 emission from SR Cloudy MgO.

Fig. 6. Infrared absorption spectra for SR Cloudy, Spicer2, and SR Clear MgO.

Fig. 7. SEM photographs of fracture surfaces of SR Cloudy MgO showing a) voids and b) precipitates (and a few small voids). The precipitates greatly influenced the crack path.
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Abstract

When materials are deformed and broken, surfaces are formed which may have charge concentrations as well as defects and displaced atoms. The consequences of such departures from non-equilibrium can lead to the emission of particles (electrons, ions, and neutral species) as well as photons (triboluminescence). Collectively, we refer to these emissions as *fracto-emission*. We present measurements of various components of emission from a variety of materials and show that a number of features of the emission involve the transport of charge.
**Introduction**

Fracto-Emission (FE) is the emission of particles and photons during and after fracture of materials. The types of particles that have been observed include electrons (EE), positive ions (PIE), neutral species in both the ground state (NE) and in excited states (NE*), and visible photons (phE)--often called triboluminescence. This emission can often serve as a sensitive probe of crack growth and may prove to be a useful tool for investigating molecular and microscopic events accompanying formation of cracks and details of failure modes in a variety of materials. There is also interest in these effects in terms of their relations to electrostatic consequences of bond breaking (e.g., noise generated in sensitive circuits under stress), the detection of fracture inside the earth's crust, and the transport of atoms and gases in geological systems.

Past studies of FE have included work on adhesive failure,\textsuperscript{1-9} the fracture of oxide coatings on metals\textsuperscript{10-15}, organic crystals\textsuperscript{16-19}, and inorganic crystals.\textsuperscript{20-27} A number of studies on inorganic single crystals have concentrated on the emission of electrons from the cleavage of alkali halides in vacuum. The general features of EE from cleavage or fracture in vacuum are the following:

(a) To a first approximation, the emission begins and is most intense during the cleavage or fracture.\textsuperscript{28}

(b) The kinetic energy of the electrons appears to be very high, with energies extending out to keV, perhaps even several hundred keV.\textsuperscript{24}

(c) EE continues after fracture, suggesting that the fracture surfaces are in an activated state which relaxes, at least in part, via a non-radiative process.\textsuperscript{29-31}
constants" of this "after-emission", which vary from ms to several seconds, are very strongly dependent on the fractured material and can depend on the type of loading and strain rate causing the fracture.\textsuperscript{19}

(d) In the few cases where thermal stimulation of the fracture surface has been performed\textsuperscript{26,30}, EE glow curves similar to those obtained from stimulation of the materials with x-rays or energetic electrons were observed. In the case of alkali halides, the temperature of the crystals at fracture had to be above a minimum temperature in order to produce such EE glow curves. The peaks, when they were observed, could be correlated with the activation of known defect chemistry (e.g., V\textsubscript{K} and V\textsubscript{F} - center annihilation).\textsuperscript{26}

The origin of electron emission from fracture has frequently been attributed to:
a) field emission due to electric fields produced by charge separation, or b) various non-adiabatic processes (e.g. stress induced electron transfer)\textsuperscript{26} which are believed to create the necessary excitations that lead to subsequent electron emission from the solid.

We have proposed a simpler model for systems involving charge separation during fracture. We have tested various aspects of this model on a number of materials.\textsuperscript{17-19,29,30,32} The basic features of this model as they relate to the fracture of materials in vacuum are the following:

(a) During crack propagation, charge separation occurs on the freshly created fracture surfaces.

(b) During crack propagation, neutral species are emitted into the crack tip region, producing a region of elevated pressure.
(c) A microdischarge thus occurs during fracture yielding charged particles (generally electrons and positive ions) as well as photons (phE) and long wavelength electromagnetic radiation (RE for radiowave emission).

(d) The fracture surfaces are bombarded by the discharge products during fracture. It is this bombardment which provides the stimulation of the fracture surfaces and yields the after-emission from the fracture surfaces.

(e) The static charge on the fracture surfaces leads to acceleration of the emitted electrons modifying their energy distributions. A large portion of the EE is pulled back into the surface causing a self bombardment to occur. This results in the emission of ions$^{2,15,33,34}$ (PIE) and excited neutrals$^{34}$ (NED$^*$U) via an electron stimulated desorption (ESD) process.$^{35}$

Different types of photon emission have been observed. As we shall show, phE can occur prior to fracture in a number of systems. In some cases, this light is due to microfracture events that precede failure. In single crystal inorganics there is evidence that moving dislocations generate recombination of defects which yields light. Following fracture, some materials "glow" with characteristic decaying signals, much like phosphorescence. We shall show an example of this behavior below.

In this paper, we therefore examine the fracto-emission from some representative materials and geometries and examine some of the relations to the above mentioned models.
Experimental

Details of our experimental arrangements can be found in references 2-8, 10-19, 21-23. The majority of the experiments shown here were performed in vacuum, ranging from $10^{-7}$ to $10^{-9}$ torr. During straining of the samples, either in tension or 3 point bend, one - three types of emission were monitored (e.g., electrons, positive ions, photons, neutrals, and/or low frequency electromagnetic radiation). The detectors used for charged particle detection were Galileo Electro-optics Corporation Channeltron Electron Multipliers (CEM) which produce fast (10 ns) pulses with high detection efficiency for both electrons and positive ions. Background noise counts typically ranged from 1 to 10 counts/s. The detectors were positioned within a centimeter of the sample with proper bias voltage on the front cone to attract the charged particles of interest. It should be noted that in studies on organic polymers we have shown that the principle particles detected for plus and minus bias on the CEM front cone were electrons and positive ions, respectively.

Photon detectors (e.g., Thorn–EMI 9924 QB) are placed inside the vacuum system or, when used in air, are contained in a cooled housing which greatly reduces the background noise level (to approx. 10 counts/s).

The low frequency electromagnetic waves (RE--for radiowave emission) are detected with coil antennas placed a few mm from the sample. Such an antenna couples to a changing B field. It should be emphasized that this arrangement detects the near-field electromagnetic "emission" because of the close proximity of the coils to the source. A simultaneous burst of visible photons coincident with the observed RE burst reinforces the interpretation that these signals are caused by a microdischarge.
Neutral particles (not discussed here) are detected with a quadrupole mass spectrometer, generally tuned to a single mass peak. The neutrals are ionized by electron impact at an energy of 70 eV.

**Results and Discussion**

Fig. 1 shows the striking difference (several orders of magnitude) in intensity and duration of the electron emission that result from fracture of an epoxy [bisphenol-A/epichlorohydrin resin - Epon 828] with and without a filler material consisting of small (7 um) alumina particles. (Note that most of the data presented here is plotted on a log intensity scale.) For the unfilled material, the major cause of emission is attributed to the bond breaking occurring during fracture which produces free radicals on and near the fracture surface (similar to the mechanical production of free radicals studied by DeVries in other polymers. Subsequent recombination reactions (e.g., radicals + electrons) provide discrete transitions which yield photons (radiative) and electrons (Auger-like transitions). The filled material fits the category of a system which yields intense charge separation; thus, the enhanced emission.

Supporting the idea that the slow decay following fracture seen for the filled epoxy is a thermally activated process, we show in Fig. 2 the consequences of heating the surface approximately 50 C in a few seconds immediately following fracture (at the arrow) with a heating strip attached to the sample. The response to this increase in temperature is essentially a "glow curve", similar to what is obtained from materials following exposure to radiation.

Although the unfilled material results in intensities several orders of magnitude smaller, we have found that during fracture, we obtain very easily measured and interesting curves. Fig. 3a shows the resulting photon emission during fracture of the unfilled TGDDM/DDS, acquired at 100 ns/channel. Simultaneously, shown in Fig. 3b.
is the signal indicating when the grid wires deposited on the side of the sample were broken. Thus, the duration of the crack tip motion was approximately 20 us. We first note that the onset of phE agrees well with the beginning of crack motion and that the major phE intensities are observed during crack motion. The tail observed in the phE after fracture is actually of longer duration than indicated here. In order to prevent saturation of the photomultiplier during fracture it was necessary to reduce the gain considerably, thereby losing sensitivity. During relatively constant average crack velocity (approximately 400 m/s), the photon emission is rapidly fluctuating. We have analyzed the statistics of these signals in light of (no pun intended) the expected fluctuations from a photomultiplier and found that all of the larger fluctuations were well outside of the predicted noise. Thus, these fluctuations are non-stochastic, similar to flicker noise. This suggests that the phE fluctuations may result from rapid variations in the bond breaking rate as the crack advances, perhaps due to fibral fracture and/or crack branching.

Another feature of these measurements concerns comparisons of phE and EE intensities from a number of samples with the corresponding fractographs. We observe a very strong correlation between increasing emission intensity and the degree of roughness or "hackling". The molecular motion and bond alterations associated with the localized deformations as the crack moves and branches may prove to be important factors leading to variations in both instantaneous and total emission intensities. This shows data for essentially two identical samples of tetraglycidyl 4,4 diaminodiphenylmethane (TGDDM) cured with diaminodiphenylmethane specimens taken at the same detector sensitivity and the same angle on the fracture surfaces. Because of loading conditions, the top crack is different: the top weak emission corresponding to the top is the much more intense phE emission due to...
In the case of fiber reinforced epoxy, a poor bond between the fibers and the matrix can lead to pre-failure emission. Approximately 100 E-glass fibers (10 μm in dia.) were embedded in Epon 828/Jessamine Hardner (which produces a clear, flexible epoxy) and strained in tension. In this study we have found that internal failure of fibers and subsequent debonding yields the photon emission shown in Fig. 5a. The arrow indicates the time of ultimate failure of the specimen (i.e., when the entire specimen breaks). Because of the clarity of the epoxy, the photons created during debonding easily escape and can be detected. These experiments were performed in the atmosphere since there is no need to protect the photomultiplier from a gaseous environment. When epoxy compatible sizing coats the fibers, which greatly enhances the adhesion between the fibers and the epoxy matrix, there is very little phE before failure, even though fiber fracture has occurred. To further test this observation, we embedded a Boron-Carbon single filament (100 μm in dia.) into the same matrix. When a release agent (Silicone oil) was applied to the fiber before embedding it in the resin, the debonding was easily observed under a microscope. On an identical sample, we saw the photon emission shown in Fig. 5b, where again, the arrow indicates where the epoxy sample fractured. In terms of probing the failure mechanisms of composites, this is an important result.

In Fig. 6, we show the EE, RE, and phE accompanying the failure of an aluminum-epoxy interface where the Al surface preparation was a simple degreasing. To the eye the failure was strictly interfacial. Similar to the results shown for a wide range of materials, during fracture, intense FE was observed, followed by decaying EE and phE. These three signals are in complete agreement with predictions from the model described above. If we arrange the metal/epoxy interface so that we can apply an external electric field across it, we expect to raise the charge density at the interface and perhaps enhance the resulting emission. Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the "field-on" vs "field-off" condition, where with the applied field we see almost two orders of
magnitude increase in the EE intensity. Corresponding increases in the phE and RE amplitudes were also recorded.

Another system of interest involves metal/insulator interfaces. Such systems are important in the electronic industry as well as formation of metal/glass and metal/ceramic joints. We chose to examine the fracto-emission accompanying the detachment of gold films from glass substrates. Fig. 8a shows the experimental arrangement, where the detectors are arranged for EE and phE. Fig. 8b is typical EE and phE from a fast peel of the metal from the glass. Interestingly, the intense, long lasting emission associated with interfacial failure built up over a time period of days, indicating that the interface undergoes changes (physical and/or chemical) which substantially influence the charge separation.

In Fig. 9 we show the simultaneous measurements of the EE and phE during the loading and fracture (at the vertical arrows) of single crystal MgO. Prior to fracture, very soon after the onset of loading the crystal in 3 point bend, we observe the build up of phE. Some samples showed a significant increase in the pre-emission immediately before fracture. This luminescence due to deformation of the crystal is attributed to excitonic transitions occurring at vacancy clusters formed during deformation. The defects responsible for these emissions are strongly localized in the regions of dislocations, slip bands, and related structures which become mobile during loading, thereby exciting these defects. Thus, this pre-failure phE serves as a probe of dislocation motion in a relatively brittle material.

At failure, the crack moves rapidly through the crystal and generates the very intense phE and EE seen at the arrow, followed by the slow decay. The two curves, when normalized at a single point, have identical kinetics. We have fit these curves with a simple trap model, used frequently in thermoluminescence work, described by Chen and Kirsch. We find an activation energy for the mobile species (most likely an electron) of approximately 0.4 eV, corresponding to the fit shown in Fig. 10. The likely
recombination center is a surface $F^+$ center. Again, EE and phE are parallel processes. This model provides us with a number of experimental tests (e.g., sensitivity to quenching gases, thermal stimulation after fracture, and the expected spectrum of the phE) which we are currently pursuing.

**Conclusions**

In general, the use of EE and possibly other FE signals such as photon emission, neutral emission, and even radio-frequency electromagnetic radiation accompanying the deformation and fracture of composites will allow more details of failure mechanisms and fracture phenomena to be obtained. FE potentially can assist in the interpretation of other probes such as acoustic emission, and also provide an independent probe of the micro-events occurring prior to failure. For example, we have shown that FE is sensitive to the locus of fracture in a composite material. Our goal is to continue to study the mechanisms and applications of FE to the study of early stages of fracture and failure modes in a variety of materials.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. EE plotted for both filled and unfilled (7 um alumina particles) Epon 828 epoxy. Several orders of magnitude difference in intensities are observed; the larger and longer lasting emissions occur when interfaces fail.

Fig. 2. The response of the EE from particulate filled Epon 828 epoxy to thermal stimulation following fracture. The bottom arrow indicates when the temperature increase began. This supports the concept of a thermally stimulated process.

Fig. 3. a) The phE during fracture of unfilled Epon 828 Epoxy. The data was acquired at 100 ns/channel. b) A voltage vs time curve indicating when small grid wires deposited on the side of the sample were broken, indicating the position of the crack tip vs time.

Fig. 4. The photon emission accompanying fracture of TGDDM/DDS epoxy for two samples with different emission intensities and fractography. Highly hackled surfaces seen in b) corresponded to higher phE.

Fig. 5. a) The photon emission for a glass fiber/epoxy composite where the fibers debond inside the epoxy matrix, yielding visible photons detected with a photomultiplier. The arrow indicates where the entire sample failed. b) The same type of data from debonding occurring in a single fiber specimen. Again, the arrow indicates when the entire sample fractured.
Fig. 6. Simultaneous emission of electrons (EE), photons (phE), and long wavelength radiation (RE) from the failure of an Al/epoxy interface.

Fig. 7. The decaying "tails" of the electron emission accompanying failure of Al/epoxy interfaces for 0 and 1500 V applied across the dielectric. The enhanced charge separation causes an increase in the emission.

Fig. 8. a) Diagram of experimental arrangement for detecting charged particle and photon emission from failure of metal/glass interfaces; CEM = electron multiplier. b) The EE and phE from a rapid detachment of approximately 1 cm² of a gold film from a glass surface. The detachment occurred at the arrow.

Fig. 9. The photon and electron emission measured simultaneously during the deformation and fracture of single crystal MgO. The arrow indicates when fracture occurred. Note the photon emission prior to failure.

Fig. 10. A fit to the photon emission decay curve from the fracture of MgO. The equations used are those for a simple trap - recombination model.
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VII. CRACK INITIATION AND CRACK GROWTH IN POLYMERS INDUCED BY ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT
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ABSTRACT

The response to electron bombardment of highly stressed Kapton-H\textsuperscript{TM}, Teflon\textsuperscript{TM} (PTFE), and linear high density polyethylene (LHDPE) is investigated. Evidence is presented for electron induced crack initiation and crack growth. Calculations show that the electron exposures used in these experiments are sufficiently small that thermal heating of the zone near the crack tip does not dominate. Video recording of the shape of the crack before and during bombardment is presented as well as SEM analysis of the bombarded regions of the specimens. Instabilities in the form of microcracks appear to be the dominant consequence of electron bombardment of stressed materials. The role of highly localized electronic excitations of stressed molecular bonds is also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION

High energy electrons bombarding a polymer interact with the polymer via inelastic collisions causing energy deposition in the material. These inelastic collisions may cause vibrational excitations of the molecules, ionization, and broken bonds. The chemical effects resulting from these interactions which tend to "strengthen" the material may include additional polymerization, crosslinking and branching of the polymer. Likewise, the chemical effects that tend to "weaken" the material may include bond scissions, molecular dissociation (via electronic excitations), electron stimulated desorption of ions and neutral species (again, via electronic excitations), as well as thermal degradation and gas evolution (due to a temperature rise in the material being bombarded). All of these events can have mechanical consequences if the material is subjected to deformation.

In earlier work\textsuperscript{1-4} and in this paper the consequences of simultaneously subjecting materials to stress and electron bombardment is studied. The primary motivation for such an experiment is to examine the consequences of fracture in a high energy environment. Examples that are of interest may include stressed materials exposed to radiation, advanced machining and cutting techniques, preparation of surfaces for adhesive bonds, combustion of rocket propellents, and materials exposed to plasma environments. Secondly, the use of electron beam excitation of the crack tip may further our understanding of the physics of fracture and may eventually lead to selective and controlled bond breaking and/or activated stress-dependent chemistry. Third, we suggest that we are seeing a unique form of electronic excitation, where localization is enhanced by the presence of stress on the molecular bonds. Finally, a long term goal is to eventually perform various electron spectroscopies, e.g. electron energy loss spectroscopy, on stressed molecules to provide useful information about the state of these molecules. In this paper we concentrate on the mechanical response of polymers experiencing stress plus electron beam irradiation on the following materials: Kapton-\textsuperscript{H\textregistered}, Teflon\textsuperscript{TM} (PTFE), and linear high density polyethylene (LHDPE).
II. EXPERIMENTAL

The Kapton-H samples, supplied by E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Co., are a pure polyimide derived from the combination of 4,4'diaminodiphenyl ether and pyromellitic dianhydride. Our samples had typical dimensions of 75 um x 10 mm x 30 mm with a 3 mm notch cut in the side nearest the electron gun.

The Teflon (PTFE, polytetrafluoroethylene) samples were obtained from commercial rolls of Scotch 48, Thread Sealant and Lubricant) produced by 3M. These samples typically had the dimensions of 80 um x 12 mm x 30 mm, again with a 3 mm notch placed in the side nearest the electron beam source.

The polyethylene samples were from commercial sheets of linear high density polyethylene (U. S. Industrial Chemicals LR 20175); the density was 0.95 g/cm$^3$ and a characteristic melt index of 0.1. The samples had the typical dimensions of 40 um x 10 mm x 30 mm and for the notched samples, a 3 mm long notch.

Rectangular test specimens of the polymers were mounted in a vacuum system equipped for straining materials in tension. The system has been described previously$^{1-4}$. The normal sample orientations were a) electrons focused into the notch (edge-on bombardment), and b) electrons incident on the side of the sample (side-on bombardment). The materials chosen were deformed to yield an open, U-shaped crack, allowing convenient electron beam bombardment in the region of high stress, either in the notch itself or on the side.

The samples were subjected to a constant strain rate of 0.6 %/s. A load cell (Sensotec, Model 11) was used to monitor the force applied to the sample. Most of the tests were carried out at a pressure of $10^{-5}$ Pa. A Varian Glancing Incidence Auger Electron gun with a 2-3 mm spot size was mounted so that the electron beam of 10-200 uA at kinetic energies of 1.5-3.0 keV would strike the sample at or near the focal point. In all experiments the time that the beam was actually on the sample was
minimized to avoid the build-up of surface charge which would tend to reduce the current density bombarding the polymer surface.

An electrometer connected to a metal collector mounted behind the sample was used to measure the electron current to the sample or blocked off by the sample. If the sample was partially or completely blocking the electron beam, the time at which the electron beam came on, off, or penetrated through the sample could be determined quite accurately.

The appropriate signals from the various transducers were all simultaneously digitized with 0.01 s time resolution using a LeCroy Data Acquisition System and stored on disk for later analysis.

For some of the thin sheet specimens, a video camera was mounted such that a video recording of the crack and its propagation while under electron bombardment could be obtained. For these experiments, the applied load and current density were also recorded by the same techniques as described before. The time correlation between the measured load and current and the video recording was accomplished by using a strobe light mounted to produce a flash directly towards the camera at the approximate instant that the electron beam was applied. The error in the synchronization of the video images and the motion of the electron beam are estimated to be 0.1 s.

III. RESULTS

We have carried out studies of edge-on, notch bombardment of thin sheets of Kapton-H, PTFE, and LHDPE. Kapton-H, being the most radiation resistant of these materials, was found to require relatively higher electron currents and stress to produce measurable responses. When the notched specimens were stressed to the point of slow crack growth, the application of a 2.5 KeV, 300 uA beam into the notch would result in an instantaneous response of crack acceleration and failure of the sample. Fig. 1a shows the typical load versus time curve for a Kapton-H specimen strained close to the maximum stress without exposure to the electron beam. By means of simultaneous video recording, one can correlate points on this curve with the specimen response. Three crack growth regions are observed, as indicated. In region I, crack formation is occurring, somewhat like a tearing
process, in the area of maximum load. When the load begins to decrease, region II, stable crack propagation is occurring. Finally, the load drops rapidly, in region III, corresponding to fast rupture of the specimen.

Fig. 1b represents the response of the Kapton-H sample when the 300 uA electron beam is applied to the sample notch just as the stable crack growth region (region II) has been reached; the arrow indicates the time when the beam just starts coming onto the sample. The point of maximum current density on the sample is in the center of the ON-OFF arrows. The drop in force is accelerated by the application of the electron beam. The video recording of the specimen shows that the crack velocity increased substantially, leading to final rupture. When the electron beam is applied to the specimen notch before stable crack growth is reached (i.e., in region I), the response is not as catastrophic, as seen in the load versus time curve shown in Fig. 1c. Initially with the application of the electron beam the crack velocity increases slightly but then stops soon after the electron beam moves off the specimen. At this point, the sample load levels off followed by rapid sample failure occurring much later.

Fig. 2 shows the load vs time curves for edge-on (notch) bombardment (Fig. 2a) and side-on bombardment (Fig. 2b) for a beam energy of 1.5 KeV and a current of 150 uA. As seen, the application of the electron beam on the side of the specimen is more effective in causing fracture. In Fig. 2b the stress drop at application of the electron beam (side-on) is very large compared to that of Fig. 2a (edge-on), corresponding to a larger extension of the crack. Note that both specimens were hit before the maximum force was attained, which discouraged catastrophic failure from being induced by bombardment.

Analysis of the fracture surfaces of Kapton-H under optical and scanning electron microscopes indicated extensive microcrack formation. Fig. 3 shows the extensive microcracking created on the side surface of Kapton-H exposed to electrons. These cracks are presumably also being produced in the crack-tip, leading to high stress concentration. When such cracks coalesce, the main crack then propagates. Such an array of cracks is a set of instabilities (small compared to the area exposed to the
beam) and suggests that the microstructure of the material responding to the applied stress is playing an important role in the formation of such microcracks under the beam.

The beam power level (current x energy in volts) required to start crack propagation in Teflon (PTFE) is an order of magnitude less than the power required to start crack propagation in Kapton-H. A 50 uA, 1500 eV electron beam was sufficient to cause crack growth in notched, side-on specimens of PTFE at stresses below the onset of mechanical crack growth (the critical stress). The same electron beam conditions, applied edge-on, produced no noticeable effect on similar PTFE samples. As shown in Fig. 4a, coincident with the beam application, the load drops constantly and the crack is observed to propagate at a constant speed. As is the case for most of the materials studied, the direction of crack growth could be controlled by the position of the electron beam. SEM photographs of the strained material without exposure to electrons (Fig. 4b) show that a drawing process occurs which leads to strands or fibrillated material whose length runs in the direction of elongation. The bombarded surface and fracture surface are seen in Fig. 4c. It appears as though the electron beam is cleanly severing the fibrils. Away from the region of highest stress, partial cutting of the fibrils yields the microcracks shown. The fracture surface consists of domains of fibrils, cleanly cut, forming a smooth fracture surface. The corrugated fracture surface, when viewed under varying magnification, appears to be almost "fractal" in nature.

Fig. 5 shows the response in the load versus time on a notched side-on linear high density polyethylene (LHDPE) specimen under 50 uA, 1500 eV electron beam. Again, the electron beam induces the crack to advance at stresses below the critical value. As is the case with other specimens, hitting the LHDPE specimens on the side rather than at the edge was more effective in causing failure. The fractography indicates that again microcrack formation is the main mechanism for failure of LHDPE samples under the electron beam. Fig. 5b shows an SEM of the strained LHDPE surface in the region ahead of the notch. Fig. 5c shows the same region that has been bombarded at a low current (10 uA) which exhibits microcracks normal to the tensile direction. Fig. 5d shows the fracture surface of an electron beam failed LHDPE specimen (50 uA, 1500 eV) where the crack tip was exposed, showing formation of the type of surface previously observed during electron beam
induced fracture in other polymers. We have attributed this structure to a combination of crosslinking and bond breaking occurring under the beam.

Video recording of the crack propagation in PTFE and LHDPE was made simultaneously with measurements of the applied load and current. Fig. 6 shows the load vs time curves and corresponding video frames obtained for PTFE and LHDPE. The electron beam is centered in the notch of both samples with a diameter of approximately $2/3$ the notch width. As reported previously, for both samples the load drops and the crack propagates when the beam was swept across the sample notch. The shape of both crack tips are sharper than before the beam, supporting our statement that thermal effects are not dominant. Each time the beam was applied, the crack shape would be seen to sharpen. When the beam was removed, the crack would stop and begin opening up. Because PTFE tends to fail by chain slippage, the formation of a relatively sharp crack indicates that chains are being broken by the electron beam.

Unbombarded LHDPE samples, on the other hand, fail by a crazing or thinning process. The regions of high stress concentration near the crack tip craze and draw out. In the LHDPE photographs, on the left hand side of Fig. 6, the bright spots correspond to the area of the sample where the thinning process is occurring. The electron induced process is concentrated in a region that is much smaller than the diameter of the electron beam, within this thinned region. This indicates that stress is a critical factor in the probability that an electron induced chain scission yields an irreversibly broken bond.

IV. DISCUSSION

The basic characteristics of electron beam induced fracture which we can state at this point are the following:

1) The polymers must be elongated beyond a certain stress state to observe crack growth under bombardment. In the case of Kapton-H, a very radiation resistant material, reasonable incident current densities required an initially slowly moving crack to observe a rapid response under the electron beam. For PTFE and LHDPE, the electron beam could easily induce crack growth below the critical stress concentration.
2) The current densities necessary to obtain noticeable crack growth below critical stress levels were on the order of 10-100 uA/cm².

3) The higher the stress, the more evident the response to the electron beam.

4) The calculated heating effect of the electron beam on this time scale, based on a development given by Jaeger,⁴ is on the order of 10-30 °C, which is too small to stimulate crack growth.¹,³

5) In the case of PTFE, the failure mechanism is completely changed from a slipping type process to chain scissions due to electron beam interactions.

6) Fracture surface studies show that Kapton-H, LHDPE, and PTFE fail due to electron beam induced microcracking. This involves a multitude of instabilities created by the combination of stress and radiation. We suspect that the microstructure of the stressed materials is the cause of creating these localized damage zones.

These results support the idea that the phenomenon of electron beam induced fracture which we observe here is not dominated by thermal effects, but instead appears to be a direct consequence of electronic interactions; i.e., direct scissions of load bearing molecular chains by inelastic electron collisions. These scissions result in an increase in load of neighboring chains, which can cause them to fail, also. We hypothesize that when a radiation-sensitive material is under stress, fewer bonds can reform, thus greatly encouraging irreversible bond scissions. We also suggest that there may be an enhanced localization of excitations from electron collisions which promotes this irreversible bond breaking.

The mechanism for failure appears to be microcrack formation, which requires the influence of the beam to be very localized. Once the microcracks form, the resulting high stress concentration quickly leads to crack formation in the material. Below critical stresses and crack lengths, when the electron beam is removed, the crack arrests, which implies that the dynamics of creating the array of damage zones is necessary to keep the crack moving. If the stress distribution in the specimen is sufficiently intense, the induced crack growth can lead to total failure.

We have shown that three polymers, namely, Kapton-H, LHDPE, and PTFE, show microcracking under the electron beam. We propose that permanent scissions of the chains under stress occurred because the separation of the newly created chain ends would be greatly encouraged, thereby partially suppressing reattachment and favoring crack growth. This is consistent with the observations that a minimum stress is required for the effect of the electron beam to be clearly noticeable and that
electron beam fracture appears to be a "cool" process, perhaps similar to ablative photodecomposition.6,7

The prospect of performing controlled direct rupture of bonds under stress with external radiation sources appears promising and should lead to improved understanding of fracture in elastomers and polymeric materials. This work is being extended to other radiation sources such as uv photons and fast atom bombardment as well as other types of materials. The clear indications of crack initiation that we are finding are of considerable importance with regard to the lifetime of stressed polymers in a radiation environment.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Force vs time curves for notched Kapton-H near the region of fracture. a) no electron bombardment, showing the approach to maximum stress (region I), stable crack growth (region II), and crack acceleration to catastrophic failure (region III). Response to the application of a 2500 eV, 300 uA electron beam: b) when the beam is applied in region II, or c) in region I.

Fig. 2. The load vs time curves for a) edge-on (notch) bombardment, and b) side-on bombardment of Kapton-H for a beam energy of 1.5 KeV and a current of 150 uA.

Fig. 3. SEM photographs of surfaces of Kapton-H that have seen a) both high stress and electron beam bombardment, and b) stress alone.

Fig. 4. a) The mechanical response of a PTFE specimen exposed side-on to an electron beam. The arrow indicates the time when the beam just begins to come onto the sample. b) An SEM photograph of the fibrillation that occurs upon elongation without bombardment. c) The resulting microcracking and fracture surface created under side-on electron beam bombardment.

Fig. 5. a) The mechanical response of a LHDPE specimen exposed side-on to an electron beam. SEM photographs of the surface, are taken in the region indicated by the rectangles. b) No electron bombardment, c) side surface with 10 uA beam, d) fracture surface created by 50 uA, 1500 eV beam.

Fig. 6. Series of video images showing the propagation of the notch due to the application of the electron beam for two types of edge-on samples. Also shown are the corresponding plots of the load versus time. Left: LHDPE; Right: PTFE.
VIII. Changes in Surface Morphology and Microcrack Initiation in Polymers under Simultaneous Exposure to Stress and Fast Atom Bombardment
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ABSTRACT

We present studies of the changes in surface morphology due to simultaneous exposure of polymers to stress and fast atom bombardment. The polymers examined were Teflon®, Kapton®, Nylon®, and Kevlar-49®. The incident particles were 6 keV xenon atoms. We show that in the presence of mechanical stress these polymers show topographical changes at particle doses considerably lower than similar changes produced on unstressed material. Applied stress also promotes the formation of surface microcracks which could greatly reduce the mechanical strength of the material.

Registered Trade-names of E. I. Dupont de Nemours and Co.
INTRODUCTION

Bombardment of material surfaces with energetic particles (electrons, ions, or neutral atoms) leads to emission of secondary particles (electrons, ions, atoms, and molecules) through various physical processes such as electron stimulated desorption and physical/chemical sputtering. The latter was first observed in 1852 when Grove published the first experimental evidence of sputter deposition of materials due to ion bombardment of a target [1]. Vast amounts of experimental data on sputtering of metals, alloys, and simple inorganic materials have been collected and the observed effects have attracted considerable theoretical effort to describe the process quantitatively [2]. In single element substrates and non-reactive incident particles, the dissipation of collision energy can only alter the physical structure of the material [3]. In the case of alloys and inorganic compounds, the observed changes can be considerably more complex, including preferential sputtering [4] and electronic excitations which can lead to loss of anions in ionic materials [5]. In the case of molecular solids, considerable changes in the chemistry of the bombarded surfaces can occur. Also, the chemical bonds and composition of the sample play major roles in the process of secondary particle emission and the resulting chemical changes due to bombardment [6].

Changes in surface morphology are also observed with increasing total particle bombarding dose on polymer surfaces. Our knowledge of the mechanisms of these changes is severely limited, including details of the physical and chemical structure...
of the solid before exposure to bombardment. This limited description of the polymer surface is in part due to the tendency for such surfaces to be so readily damaged by radiation. Nevertheless, we feel that examining the overall changes in the material from exposure to various types of bombardment is of importance, particularly due to the technological interest in applications of polymers in increasingly severe environments.

Our previous studies [7,8] of the changes in the surface morphology in Teflon (polytetrafluoroethylene) exposed to fast atom bombardment indicated that such changes differ substantially from what occurs on metal substrates [9]. The changes observed in Teflon start with tiny surface fissures which grow into small surface cracks, forming a dense crack network, which eventually forms filamentary structure and cone-like formations. It was also shown [8] that bombardment of Teflon in the presence of mechanical stress greatly increased the rate at which the surface morphology changed, including more rapid crack formation, when compared to the unstressed material.

In this paper, we examine these effects in Teflon as well as Kapton, Nylon, and Kevlar-49.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

The materials were all obtained from commercial sources. The Teflon and Kapton were in the form of thin sheets, 3 mm and 0.5 mm in thickness and Nylon and Kevlar-49 fibers were 120 μm and 10 μm in diameter, respectively. Fast Xe atoms with 6 keV kinetic
energy were produced using a saddle-field type Fast Atom Bombardment Gun (Ion Tech. Ltd.) and allowed to impinge on both stressed and unstressed polymer samples. The angle of incidence in most cases was 60 degrees with respect to the surface normal. During bombardment the pressure in the target chamber was 1.3 x 10^{-6} Torr. The samples were bombarded with various doses of Xe atoms ranging from 1 x 10^{16} to 3 x 10^{17} atoms/cm^2. Stressed samples were mounted next to unstressed samples of the same material. Stress was achieved by means of bending the thin sheets of the polymer in tight radii. In the case of the Nylon and Kevlar-49 fibers, these were bent over a stainless steel wire (1.2 mm in diameter). All specimens were partially covered with aluminum foil to block the incident atom beam so that the exposed regions could be readily compared with the original surfaces. After exposure to the fast atom beam the samples were coated with 300 A of gold and examined in an ETEC U-1 Scanning Electron Microscope.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1a we show a SEM photograph of the sample holder with stressed and unstressed Teflon specimens. The bending deformation produces a surface in tension, although a certain amount of relaxation of the stress which was exposed to the fast atom beam. At low magnification differences in texture on the surface of these samples between exposed and unexposed regions
could already be seen. Closer examination of the bombarded area on the stressed specimen shows several rows of crack-like features in the surface with the major cracks oriented approximately normal to the direction of tension. The density of microcracking was observed to be much higher in regions where the beam was normal to the surface as opposed to glancing incidence.

No such structure can be seen in the area of the sample which was covered with aluminum foil which shows that the cracks are not simply due to mechanical deformation alone. A higher magnification view of the region outlined in the center of Fig. 1a is shown in Fig. 1b. Comparison of this structure with previous results obtained on unstressed Teflon samples [8,10] shows that such large cracks in the bombarded surface are atypical. Thus, we can conclude that the combination of stress and bombardment is responsible for the formation of these larger flaws.

The walls of the cracks have a columnar structure and in some parts of the crack, filamentary formation can be seen. The major cracks are very deep which suggests that stress resulted in opening and propagation of the crack from initial flaws created by bombardment.

Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the surface morphology developed on stressed and unstressed Kapton exposed to fast Xe atom bombardment. Kapton is known to be a heat and radiation resistant polymer material [11]. In comparison with Teflon, the development of visible surface effects on the Kapton for both the stressed and unstressed specimens required a substantial higher bombardment dose ( > 10^{16} \text{ atoms/cm}^2 ). Likewise, in Kapton, the
stressed sample developed damage (shown in an advanced stage in Fig. 2b) at considerably lower doses than in the case of unstressed material. At the stress levels and fast atom beam doses used in these studies, we did not observe crack initiation.

Nylon fibers under stress and bombardment exhibit surface crack initiation, as shown in Fig. 3a. The part of the bombarded surface marked by the white square is shown at higher magnification in Fig. 3b. If we compare the structures shown here with the developed morphology in Teflon (Fig. 1b) we see that they have similar features, namely columnar structures with a tendency to separate into free-standing filaments, and similarly shaped microcracks. The doses required to achieve comparable damage are considerably larger in the case of Nylon compared to Teflon. If the dose used to create the damage in Nylon shown in Fig. 3 where applied to Teflon, it would create an advanced degree of cone formation on the Teflon surface [10]. Estimates of the sputtering yields of Nylon vs Teflon showed substantially lower values for Nylon. This suggests that the ability of the incident particle to break bonds and move atoms and molecules both from the surface and on the surface is a critical part of the damage mechanism.

Fig. 4a shows the surface morphology development on an unstressed Kevlar-49 fiber from fast Xe atom bombardment. Following a dose of $2.8 \times 10^{16}$ atoms/cm$^2$, the relatively smooth fiber surface is transformed into a dramatic array of ridges which are oriented perpendicular to the direction of the incident particle beam which was also along the axis of the fiber. A stressed Kevlar-49 fiber (Fig. 4b) exposed to the same dose shows
a more advanced degree of development, where in some areas of the bombarded region there is a transition from ridges to columnar structures. The major axes of the columns are oriented parallel to the fiber axis and therefore parallel to the direction of incidence of the Xe atoms. We are currently determining if it is the fiber orientation or the direction of incidence that produces the orientation of these patterns. Kevlar is a highly structured material with strong orientation of crystalline regions [12], which may be the dominant cause of the structures we are seeing here.

CONCLUSIONS

We believe that the mechanisms for the creation of the wide variety of surface changes shown here involve physical sputtering (removal of molecular fragments) and movement of molecules on the surface. The details of these processes are obviously yet to be revealed. However, the substantial increase in the rate of formation of surface damage when the material is under stress as well as the appearance of surface microcracks indicates that the physical state of the near surface layer can play an important role. In other experiments [13-15], we are in fact studying the effects of focused radiation into stressed crack tips in polymers where the radiation induced bond breaking leads directly to crack propagation. Our immediate goal is to develop a more detailed quantitative and theoretical description of these effects of morphological changes, microcrack formation, and
bombardment induced crack propagation in polymers.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Crack Development in stressed Teflon.
  a) Sample holder with stressed and unstressed Teflon samples.
  b) Detail of surface morphology development on stressed sample (bombarding dose: $7.2 \times 10^{16}$ Xe atoms/cm$^2$).

Figure 2. Surface morphology development on Kapton.
  a) Unstressed sample (bombarding dose: $2.8 \times 10^{17}$ Xe atoms/cm$^2$).
  b) Stressed sample (bombarding dose: $2.0 \times 10^{17}$ Xe atoms/cm$^2$). Arrows indicate the direction of applied stress.

Figure 3. Crack formation in Nylon fiber (bombarding dose: $2.8 \times 10^{17}$ Xe atoms/cm$^2$).
  a) Low magnification. Stress is perpendicular to major crack.
  b) Detail of surface morphology development and crack initiation.

Figure 4. Surface morphology development on Kevlar fiber (bombarding dose $2.8 \times 10^{17}$ Xe atoms/cm$^2$).
  a) Unstressed fiber.
  b) Stressed fiber (arrows indicate the direction of applied stress).
Kapton sheet unstressed

Kapton sheet stressed
Nylon fiber stressed
Kevlar fiber unstressed

Kevlar fiber stressed
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ABSTRACT

We investigate the simultaneous emission of electrons and photons during the deformation and fracture of two types of high purity, single crystal MgO. These crystals exhibit significant differences in optical opacity due to differences in void and precipitate concentrations. Measurements of the emission of visible photons during deformation and prior to failure of the crystals are presented, along with the time dependencies of the photon and electron emission during and after fracture. Correlations with fracture strength and fractographic features are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION

The emission of photons, electrons, and other species due to deformation and fracture is an interesting example of energy transfer between systems as well as a potentially useful probe of the fracture process. When due to deformation and crack growth, we refer to these emissions collectively as *fracto-emission*. MgO is an attractive material for the study of fracto-emission, because the photon and electron emissions associated with a variety of stimuli (e.g., radiation) have been intensively studied. Further, high purity MgO is readily available and well characterized mechanically and spectroscopically.

Williams and Turner reported photon emission (phE) associated with the compression of single crystal MgO.\(^1\) During uniform deformation, phE commenced at the onset of plastic deformation and increased in an approximately linear fashion. Small peaks in phE were observed as cracks formed. An increase in phE was also observed when the strain was relieved suddenly. These emissions were attributed to defects, probably vacancy clusters, created and excited by moving dislocations. At fracture, surface defects were thought to contribute as well.

More recent work suggests that charge separation during the formation of fracture surfaces may also play an important role in the emission of photons and other species.\(^2\)-\(^4\) In addition, the emission of neutral atoms and molecules from the fracture surfaces of different single crystal MgO samples has been investigated.\(^5\),\(^6\)

In this study, we report measurements of photon emission (phE), electron emission (EE), and possible positive ion emission (PIE) accompanying the deformation and fracture of MgO. We present results examining the photon emission prior to failure illustrating its dependence on load. We compare determinations of the instant of fracture with the phE and EE signals. We also examine in detail the phE and EE time dependencies and decay curves during and following fracture and interpret the observed kinetics in terms of primary defects known to occur in MgO. We also compare the phE and EE intensities from clear vs cloudy MgO and
suggest that the substantial differences are related to the striking differences in the intensities of the neutral molecule emission from these materials reported previously.

II. EXPERIMENT

Clear, single crystal MgO was obtained from W. & C. Spicer Ltd., and cloudy MgO from Superior Refractory, Cheltenham, England. Both sets of crystals were nominally 99.99% pure. From these crystals, samples approximately 1.6 x 6 x 12 mm were cut with a diamond saw. Some samples were broken as cut, while others were mechanically polished. The samples were mounted in a carousel assembly which moved the samples to be broken into position between the detectors and a loading mechanism. The samples were supported across a span of 6.4 mm in three point bend. The carousel assembly was mounted in an ultra high vacuum system which was maintained at a pressure of less than 10^-6 Pa. It should be noted that the fracture event itself is typically a few us or less in duration and that the intense part of the emission lasts only tenths of a seconds. Therefore the effects of chemisorption of background gases can be ignored; at these pressures, assuming unity sticking probability, the chemisorption of a monolayer of gas would require at least tens of seconds.

phE was detected with an EMI Gencom 9924QB photomultiplier tube with bialkali phosphor and a quartz window which extends the short wavelength sensitivity down to the 200 nm region. The long wavelength sensitivity ranged up to approximately 600 nm. The EE and PIE were detected with a Galileo Electro-optics 4039 channeltron electron multiplier. Both the photomultiplier tube and electron multiplier were mounted directly in the vacuum at a distance of about 1 cm from the tensile side of the specimen. We monitored the loading force with a Kistler 9202 quartz force transducer mounted behind the loading device. The measured force included small frictional and Hooke's law components due to the supporting apparatus. The output of the force transducer was digitized and recorded every 10 ms. Simultaneously, the total numbers of phE and EE counts in the last 10 ms were recorded with synchronized
multichannel scalers. 4095 channels were available for each of these signals, providing 40 s
total data acquisition time. The multichannel scalar was started just prior to the application of
the load. The response of the force transducer to the change in load at fracture was much
faster than the 10 ms sampling time. When desired, data could be acquired at much faster rates.

The samples were strained at a rate of 0.13 mm/s. The flexure strength, $S$, of these samples
was estimated using the relation

$$S = \frac{(3PL)}{(2bd^2)}$$

where $S$ is the stress at the outer, tensile surface of the sample at fracture, $P$ is the load at
fracture, $L$ is the support span, $b$ is the width of the sample, and $d$ is its thickness.

III. RESULTS

A. Typical Clear MgO

The phE, EE, and load during a test of a typical clear MgO crystal are presented in Fig. 1
using logarithmic intensity scales. phE begins soon after the onset of loading. At fracture, both
phE and EE rise sharply to a peak, and thereafter decay over a period of tens of seconds.

Pre-fracture. phE generally commences soon after the onset of deformation, long before
failure. Sometimes there is an initial peak in phE, probably due to transient deformation as the
loading mechanism aligns with and is seated on the crystal. Our data is consistent with the
observation of Williams and Turner that the deformation phE increases in a fairly linear fashion
under loading at a constant rate. Changes in the loading rate were generally accompanied by
congruous changes in phE. Frequently, samples showed an increase in phE immediately before
fracture, as seen in Fig. 1.

In contrast, little EE is noted prior to fracture, except an occasional small peak at contact.
No significant departure from linearity is observed in the load curve prior to fracture.
Photographs of the fracture surface show features consistent with brittle fracture.
Fracture. On the time scale of most of our measurements (0.01s/channel), the duration of the fracture event was significantly less than one channel of pulse counting. To within this time resolution, however, the load measurements gave a clear indication of the time of fracture, and the phE and EE peaks (the highest single channels) were found to be simultaneous with the drop in load. Similar to a wide variety of materials we have studied, it is likely that the peak emission occurs during fracture.

In general, the phE and EE peak heights are not well correlated with each other. Variability of the EE peak heights may be occurring due to the dependence of our EE collection efficiency upon the geometry of the opening crack. One significant observation is that the phE peaks heights (i.e., emission during fracture) correlated very well well with flexure strength, as shown in Fig. 2. Both types of single crystal MgO studied fall on the same linear curve. The flexure strength of polished samples were not significantly greater than that of the unpolished ones. Fracture nearly always initiated at one of the edges of the sample, where mechanical polishing was least effective in removing flaws introduced by the cutting process.

Decay. The phE and EE decays typically last some tens of seconds after fracture. When the phE and EE curves of Fig. 1 are normalized at their peaks, the resulting decays are shown to be remarkably similar on this time scale. Data taken on faster time scales indicate the presence of an initial, fast decaying transient in the phE. This suggests that, apart from the transient, the emissions are the result of parallel processes. To account for the EE (which requires an escape route to the surrounding vacuum) these common processes must be occurring at or near the surface.

We have analyzed these slow decays in terms of a simple model based on electron-hole combination via the valence band, with retrapping. Similar models are used to describe variable order kinetics in thermally stimulated luminescence work. Curve fitting the parameters of the model to the data of Fig. 1 and similar data yields excellent agreement and shows the decay to be nearly second order.
B. Comparison of Clear and Cloudy MgO

The phE and EE from a set of clear and cloudy MgO crystals is presented for comparison in Fig. 3. In order to observe the faster cloudy crystal decays more clearly, we acquired the emission data at a faster rate (1 ms/ch).

The form of the pre-emissions from clear and cloudy crystals are much the same. However, the phE intensities from the cloudy crystals are somewhat reduced, probably due to the optical opacity of these samples.

At fracture, the phE and EE from the clear crystals is significantly higher than that from the cloudy crystals. The correlation between phE and flexure strength suggests that this is largely due to the weakness of the cloudy crystals relative to the clear ones. Differences between the EE for these two types of crystals are greater than those observed in the phE.

The most striking difference between the two materials is the much more rapid decay of both phE and EE from the cloudy samples relative to the clear samples. This suggests that a quenching process may be limiting emission from the cloudy crystals.

The rapidly decaying transient in phE decay (relative to the decay of the EE) in clear (Spicer) MgO, mentioned previously, is well displayed in Fig. 3. This transient lasts about 5 ms. A less pronounced transient may also be present in the phE decay from cloudy MgO. The existence of this phE transient suggests that a significant portion of the phE at fracture is due to processes which do not have corresponding EE branches. Processes in the bulk are an obvious possibility.

C. Intense EE from Clear MgO

Occasionally, a clear MgO crystal would display unusually high EE upon fracture, at least a factor of two or more than the average. The emissions from one of these samples are displayed in Fig. 4. The pre-emission from these crystals was not remarkable. On the other hand.
judging from the 50 or 60 seconds of post-fracture data that was collected, the EE decay from these samples would take hundreds of seconds to return to the noise level. In the case of two intense EE crystals where the load was carefully measured, one of the crystals was somewhat stronger than average, and the other crystal broke off center. Both phE and EE from crystals breaking off center tend to be higher than crystals of equivalent flexure strength, suggesting that shear stress parallel to crack motion may be a factor. Both of these crystals displayed an unusually long, smooth fracture surface along the side of the crystal toward the detector, i.e., the surface in tension.

D. Positive Ion Emission

Five samples, two clear and three cloudy, were tested for Positive Ion Emission at fracture by biasing the entrance cone of the channeltron with a high negative voltage (-3000 V). It is possible that the observed signals are not due to positive ions but to high energy electrons (greater than 3 keV) or metastable neutrals with sufficient internal energy to create a secondary electron on the entrance cone of the multiplier (requiring approximately 6 eV). We have developed methods which can resolve this ambiguity and are in the process of carrying out these experiments. Taking the liberty of calling the observed signal under these conditions Positive Ion Emission (PIE), typical EE and PIE curves are presented in Fig. 5. In order to facilitate comparison of the decays, the curves have been normalized so that their peaks coincide.

The PIE decay is fast, being essentially complete after 3 ms, with isolated single counts at later times suggesting a longer tail. In contrast to the large differences in phE and EE observed from clear and cloudy MgO, there is little if any difference in the peak PIE. In each case, the decay of PIE is much more rapid than the decay of the accompanying phE. The PIE decay is also much more rapid than any of the observed EE decays observed. This difference is relatively more pronounced in the case of clear MgO, of course. If some process is quenching phE and EE in the cloudy crystals, it does not seem to affect PIE significantly.
In each case the average peak PIE is a significant fraction of the average peak EE. This fraction was about 15% in the case of the clear MgO and 30% in the case of the cloudy. If these detected particles are due to high energy electrons rather than positive ions, a significant proportion of the early EE must have rather high energies and the energy distribution would have to drop in a few ms below 3 keV.

E. Fast Time Scale Data

Fig. 6 displays the results of phE measurements taken on progressively faster time scales. Each curve represents phE from a separate fracture experiment. A rapid rise occurs out of the slowly rising deformation luminescence previously discussed. The rise times of this faster component is on the order of five to ten microseconds. The initial decay takes about 10 us, and is followed by a decay which is obviously first order for about 20 ms. Although it is yet to be established, the peak emission is most likely occurring during fracture.

F. Fractography

The general appearance of the fracture surfaces is consistent with brittle fracture. Brittle fracture in MgO has been studied extensively.\textsuperscript{7–10} The fracture surfaces of two clear MgO crystals in transmitted light are shown in Fig. 7. Most of the samples show clear initiation zones, with mirror, mist, and hackle regions. The initiation zones are most often at one of the sample edges, as noted above. From the initiation region, surface steps extend along the tensile half of the sample. Along the midline of the sample, the steps turn about ninety degrees, and tend to meet the compressive edge of the sample at right angles. Many surface step vees can be seen where the steps cross into the compressive side of the sample. These steps are believed to form at the boundaries of cracks proceeding on nearby (100) planes thereby revealing the path of the moving crack front.
These surfaces features reflect the state of stress at fracture and also can be related to the crack velocity. In the initiation region, the crack accelerates through the mirror region until instabilities lead to repeated bifurcation of the crack. This bifurcation is responsible for the hackle surrounding the initiation mirror. The broad mirror region along the tensile side of the sample most likely results from rather stable, slow crack growth through this region. The fracture steps often jog abruptly near the midline, suggesting an interruption in the progress of the crack. In three point bend, the midline of the sample lies on the neutral plane, a region of zero tensile stress. Thus, there is no stress to drive the crack across the midline until the crystal deforms in response to the developing crack. Further, dislocations formed on the compressive side of the crystal during deformation obstruct the growth of the crack in this region. The formation of vees in the surface steps is evidence of the crack front encountering a high density of screw dislocations in this region. In many cases, the pattern of steps suggests that the crack proceeds from the midline to the back edge of the sample simultaneously along much of its width. Thus it appears that crack growth can be arrested near the midline until fracture of the tensile half of the crystal is largely complete.

The broad mirror-like region on the tensile side of the clear MgO is especially dark and smooth in those specimens yielding the highest EE. Aside from the surface steps, this region is smooth on the submicron scale, as shown in Fig. 8a. The smoothness of this feature may present an optimum geometry for electron escape and detection. Under optical illumination along the (100) direction, these areas often have a dark appearance, as shown in Fig. 7. This may be due to light scattering from extremely small surface imperfections.

Some crystals, such as that in Fig. 7a, show evidence of fracture proceeding on two parallel planes. The poorly focused region in the lower half of Fig. 7a is one of a pair of such planes. Examination of the surface steps indicate that crack growth on these planes is not parallel. There is also evidence of an obstacle to the progress of the crack in this region (shown by the arrow). Parallel crack planes have been observed in thermally shocked MgO. Their presence here may be due in part to experimental geometry; the thickness of our samples is an
appreciable fraction of the support span. This geometry leads to high shear stresses, which often makes fracture unusually sensitive to bulk imperfections and sample misalignment.

Some of the mirror-like regions discussed above exhibit small inclusion-like features. These features are far more numerous in cloudy MgO than in clear. The surfaces shown in Fig. 8 are typical in this regard. The inclusions are usually rather uniform in size and apparently lie in the fracture plane. We suspect that these are Mg(OH)$_2$ inclusions which have formed at subgrain boundaries. Mg(OH)$_2$ inclusions have been observed in previous studies. Stress concentrations at subgrain boundaries, perhaps due to the inclusions themselves, would tend to make them favored fracture planes. We observe few voids at the fracture surface of our cloudy samples, suggesting that their cloudiness is due to these inclusions and not voids, as observed in certain other MgO crystals. The fracture surfaces of cloudy MgO have been shown to be copious sources of O$_2$. This O$_2$ seems to be associated with inclusion/crystal interfaces that serve as sinks for molecular oxygen.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Typical Clear MgO

Emission Prior to Failure. The phE we observe prior to fracture is similar to that described previously. The defects participating in this luminescence have been the object of several photoluminescence and photoexcitation studies. The main absorption band in deformed alkaline earth oxides is composite in character, and is attributed to excitonic transitions associated with vacancy clusters. These excitons are localized electron-hole pairs formed when an O 2$p$ electron from an oxygen ion of low coordination number is promoted to an Mg 3$s$ level of a nearby magnesium ion. This conclusion is supported by the similarity of luminescence and photoexcitation spectra of powders, which possess a high density of surface oxygen ions of low coordination. The luminescence we observe prior to fracture is
most likely due to excitonic transitions taking place at vacancy clusters formed during
deformation. Similar processes probably take place on the newly formed surfaces during and
following fracture.

The production of vacancy clusters is likely to take place by means of a jog dragging
mechanism. Cathodoluminescence and secondary electron emission studies have shown that the
defects responsible for these emissions are strongly localized in the region of dislocations, slip
bands, and related structures. Jogs are often formed when moving dislocations intersect,
and the subsequent motion of jogged dislocations can produce vacancies. Clear evidence for
this process in LiF has been provided by Andreev and Smirnov. The density changes they
observed during deformation suggested that the dominate mechanism of vacancy production was
jog dragging by screw dislocations. Dislocation interactions in MgO are believed to be quite
similar to those in LiF.

The excitation of the defects produced in deformation is not so well understood.
Dislocations are expected to accumulate charge in the process of establishing thermodynamic
equilibrium with the rest of the crystal as a consequence of the different energies of cation
and anion vacancy formation. In some materials, like ZnS, the resulting electric fields may be
sufficient to excite local defects. However, in the alkali halides, deformation luminescence
has been attributed to a more dynamic process, namely the capture of electrons by moving
dislocations and subsequent recombination in nearby traps. This mechanism is consistent with
the much smaller dislocation charges observed in the alkali halides relative to ZnS. Since
MgO and LiF share the same structure and are both highly ionic, the later mechanism is the
more likely in this case. As seen in Fig. 1, the increase in pHE intensity with strain (at constant
strain rate) is consistent with a production of defects during deformation, resulting in a greater
number of defects available for excitation by moving dislocations.

As noted above, our load measurements showed no evidence of macroscopic plastic
deformation prior to fracture. This raises the question of whether our pHE was due to local
plastic deformation near the loading nose, or whether a significant portion was from elastically
deformed regions of the crystal. phE prior to macroscopic yield has been observed in MgO loaded in compression, but its intensity is much reduced relative to that during plastic deformation. Dislocation motion and multiplication is known to commence long before macroscopic plastic yield. At about two-thirds the yield stress, short slip-line segments begin to form.39 With careful surface preparation, MgO can undergo significant plastic deformation. Studies of such crystals may help resolve this point.

As previously mentioned, no significant EE is seen in this study of MgO prior to fracture. The small bursts that were occasionally observed are attributed to microcracking or abrasion during the seating of the loading nose onto the back of the crystal. In LiF and ZnS, EE has been observed during compressive loading and has been attributed to dislocation motion.38,40

The contrasting results between these studies and ours may be due to differences in electronic properties or local strain levels.

Emission at Failure. The intense phE and EE at fracture is probably the result of several processes. As noted above, Williams and Turner observed photoluminescence during rapid stress relaxation.1,16 Thus some of the phE at fracture could be deformation related. Belyajev et al. have suggested that the strong dilatation of the lattice near the crack tip may result in energy level shifts.41 This might facilitate some otherwise unlikely electronic transitions.

The fracture surfaces of MgO also show evidence of intense charge separation which may contribute to the prompt emission of electrons and photons at fracture as a result of microdischarges in the crack tip. As evidence of such electrical activity, we have detected long wavelength electromagnetic radiation accompanying fracture of MgO.2 This breakdown may also be responsible for the creation of mobile electrons and holes which subsequently participate in a variety of emission processes.

The absence of a significant difference in the flexure strengths of polished and unpolished crystals implies that failure was not simply due to stresses exceeding the critical Griffith stress for preexisting defects. Rather, sub-critical crack growth is probably occurring as well. Clarke and Sambell7,42 have suggested that activity on nearby slip systems can increase the local strain
at the tip of existing microcracks and supply energy for crack growth. Preexisting microcracks can then grow discontinuously until they reach the critical Griffith size, resulting in catastrophic failure. Although the surface area created during microcracking is very small, it may be possible to observe fracto-emission associated with subcritical crack growth. In cloudy MgO, we do in fact observe very rapid bursts of neutral O₂ prior to failure which we attribute to microcracking.

**Emission After Failure.** Fracture has resulted in a highly excited surface, as evidenced by the emission of particles after failure. The possible excitation mechanisms include electron bombardment of the surface, high concentrations of dislocations intersecting the surface, and chemical processes due to bond breaking at the crack tip.

In the case of microdischarge induced excitation, the emitted electrons, local acceleration due to surface charge leads to bombardment of the surface. This is supported by evidence that the defects excited in fracture are similar to those excited by particle and photon irradiation. Linke found that the TSEE peaks observed in crushed LiF agree with those observed in samples stimulated by electrons or x-rays.41 A similar agreement between fracto-emission and electron induced emission was demonstrated by Dickinson and Jensen for polymeric systems undergoing adhesive failure.43

Dislocations intersecting the fracture surfaces could also result in excitations, perhaps by providing relatively high concentrations of mobile charge carriers. Direct evidence of surface charge of both signs on fresh fracture surfaces of alkali halides has been provided by Wollbrandt et al44 using an electrostatic probe with 100 um spatial resolution.

The instantaneous stoichiometry of the fracture surface at the time of fracture is in a state of change, as evidenced by the emission of atoms and molecules.5,6 The necessary chemistry for producing the observed neutral emission requires non-lattice surface species. Our working hypothesis is that these are initially due to "fragments" created at fracture. Another related factor is the possibility that localized heating during fracture may cause dissociation to occur or affect the emissions on very short time scales. Miller et al. report the observation of black body
radiation from localized hot spots during the deformation and fracture of crystalline NaCl under compressive impact loading. Temperatures in excess of 300°C were observed with a duration up to 50 μs. Simple energy considerations require that this heating be extremely localized. If the fracture surface reaches these temperatures, the lifetimes and mobilities of various excited species that would contribute to EE and visible pH are would be modified considerably.

Relaxation of the above departures from the ground state, ideal crystal surface results in the post fracture emission. A review of known stimulated emission processes is given below, with special attention to surface processes, as these appear to dominate at times greater than a few milliseconds after fracture. We will consider first the short lived excitations which would be relevant to the faster decaying components of the emission.

Surface excitonic processes are expected to have lifetimes on the order of 1-1000 μs. Electron energy loss spectra of MgO show features that can be attributed to surface excitonic states excited by the incident electrons. These surface excitons are also observed in surface photon reflectance studies. The resulting luminescence spectrum peaks near 3.2 eV and depending on the coordination number of the participating oxygen ion, 4-6 eV photons are required to create these excitons. The excitonic luminescence is quenched by exposure to gases; this quenching is reversible to a large extent, and is believed to be collisional; i.e., the molecules must be striking the surface to produce the quenching. The release of neutral gas molecules during the fracture of some types of MgO may well influence the intensities of the observed emissions.

Thermally stimulated processes such as recombination of mobile carriers at defects can lead to slower decaying emissions with non-exponential kinetics. In MgO powders, Yanagisawa and Huzimura have done considerable work on UV-excited phosphorescence. They attribute the observed pH to the recombination of electrons trapped at surface F+ centers [surface oxygen vacancies each containing a trapped electron] with holes trapped at surface V- centers [surface magnesium vacancies each associated with a trapped hole (an O- ion)]. They also
observed a two component thermally stimulated luminescence (TSL) peak at about 100°C with activation energies of 0.74 and 0.84 eV, respectively. Using ESR spectroscopy, the surface $F^+$ center was identified as one of the participating electron defects for this luminescence. Thermal Desorption studies of oxygen from the powder surfaces indicated the need for two F-type centers. A candidate for this second defect is the so-called surface $P^+$ center [a Mg-O divacancy with a trapped electron] which would behave in a similar manner as the $F^+$ center in luminescence processes and interactions with oxygen.49

The phosphorescence observed by Yanagisawa and Huzimura is quenched by small quantities of oxygen, probably due to the reaction of a molecular oxygen adsorption precursor at surface F-type centers to form a chemisorbed $O_2^-$ species. Thus, in contrast to the largely reversible quenching of excitonic phE noted above, this tightly bound $O_2^-$ results in irreversible quenching. Small quantities of hydrogen gas enhances the phE intensity, however. This enhancement was attributed to the conversion of surface $V^-$ centers to surface $V'(OH)$ centers. In the bulk, $V'(OH)$ centers are known to be considerably less stable than $V^-$ centers, having activation energies of about 1.0 and 1.6 eV, respectively.50 The formation of $V'(OH)$ centers should increase the rate of hole release and thus increase the related phE. Although they report that the phE is not strictly second order, second order kinetics was shown to apply on sufficiently long time scales, on the order of hundreds of seconds. The phosphorescence spectra they report is peaked at roughly 2.3 and 3.2 eV.

A slowly decaying EE from x-ray irradiated MgO has been reported in connection with a Thermally Stimulated Electron Emission (TSEE) study.51 However, the mechanism of this emission is not clear. Yanagisawa and Huzimura have observed a 390 K TSEE peak from MgO powders corresponding to the TSL peak noted above.52 The TSEE peak is also quenched by exposure to oxygen. When the powder is illuminated by light known to bleach surface $V^-$ centers, the TSEE peak grows smaller. On this basis, and the similarity of this peak and the 400 K TSL peak, the EE was attributed to the recombination of electrons and holes from the surface $F^+$ and $V^-$ centers, respectively.
Verification of excitations in the eV energy range induced by electron bombardment is provided by electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and secondary electron emission spectroscopy (SEES). Henrich et al. observed a 2.3 eV energy loss peak in their study of MgO.\textsuperscript{47} Subsequently it was identified with the surface V\textsuperscript{−} center.\textsuperscript{53,54} Surprisingly, no features identifiable with surface F type centers were observed, even at high primary beam energies.

Certain SEES features have been found to correlate with certain types of surface damage.\textsuperscript{55} Namba and Murata studied MgO surfaces formed by cleavage in vacuum using SEES, EELS, cathodoluminescence (CL) spectroscopy and low energy electron diffraction (LEED). Surfaces showing LEED patterns consistent with surface damage also emitted a 1.6 eV SEES signal. When the surface damage took the form of faceting, this EE was most intense along <100> directions. This peak was associated with bulk F centers on the basis of an associated CL peak at 2.4 eV. The great spatial extent of the excited F center wavefunction would facilitate hopping to nearby F centers, and finally, into the vacuum. Since the subsurface damage associated with faceting is concentrated along <100> directions, the directionality of the 1.6 eV secondary electron emission from faceted surfaces is readily accounted for. A transient bulk F\textsuperscript{−} center may also participate in this process. This damage dependent process may help account for the variability we observed in fracture induced EE.

Namba and Murata have also reported evidence of phE due to the excitation of surface F\textsuperscript{−} type centers by electron bombardment. On the basis of the correspondence between surface and bulk F centers, they attributed CL peaks at 3.4 and 3.9 eV to the decay of excited F and F\textsuperscript{+} centers, respectively. The identification of the 3.4 eV peak with recombination at surface F\textsuperscript{+} centers is consistent with the conclusion of Yanagisawa and Huzimura in their study of phE from MgO powders. The source of weaker 2.3 eV phE observed from the powders is not yet clear.

Finally, Namba and Murata report evidence that MgO has a negative electron affinity; that is, the vacuum level lies within the band gap. Their observation of a 4.0 eV cutoff in SEES of
undamaged MgO surfaces is consistent with a vacuum level 3.8 eV from the top of the valence band. The midgap position of the vacuum level would facilitate EE due to direct transitions into the vacuum from the conduction band and excited F-type centers. Thus, we expect that at least some radiative processes occurring at MgO surfaces have electron emitting analogs.

**Probable Decay Processes.** In the early stages of decay, any or all of the above processes may occur. Initially, bulk processes probably contribute significantly to phE. In particular, the excitation and decay of bulk defects by moving dislocations and electron bombardment might help explain the rapid initial decay of phE relative to the EE decay.

The observed similarity of phE and EE decay after the first few milliseconds suggests that surface and near surface processes dominate. A simple trap model used by Halperin and Briner⁵⁶ to describe the process of TSL also describe the fracto-emission we observe rather well. Initially, irradiation, electron bombardment, or fracture populates electron and hole traps with energies within the band gap. Subsequent thermal stimulation results in charge transport and recombination. Assuming that the long term emission we observe is due to the mechanism proposed by Yanagisawa and Huzimura, where we tentatively identify the electron traps as recombination centers and the holes as the mobile species.

The equations describing this process under isothermal conditions are:

\[- \frac{dm}{dt} = Amn_f, \quad (2)\]

\[- \frac{dn}{dt} = Bn - C(N - n)n_f, \quad (3)\]

\[\frac{dn_f}{dt} = \frac{dm}{dt} - \frac{dn}{dt}, \quad (4)\]

where \(m\) is the concentration of recombination sites, \(n\) is the concentration of holes in traps, \(N\) is the concentration of hole traps, and \(n_f\) is the concentration of "free" holes in the material.
Equation (2) describes the rate of electron-hole recombination, where $A$ is the rate constant. We assume that $|d\alpha/d\tau|$ is directly proportional to the phE and EE we observe, with the branching ratio between phE and EE as one of the model parameters. Equation (3) represents the thermal activation of holes from the hole traps (first term) and refilling of retrapping (second term). Equation (4) provides for the conservation of holes.

Numerical methods similar to those developed by Shenker and Chen\textsuperscript{57} were used to integrate these equations and produce predicted phE and EE decay curves for various values of the rate constants and initial conditions. A curve fitting algorithm based on the simplex method\textsuperscript{58} was then used to find the rate constants and initial conditions which minimized the residual sum of squares between the predicted curves and the experimentally observed decays.

The "best fit" curve for the typical clear MgO decay shown in Fig. 1 is presented in Fig. 9, and the results of a similar analysis of the high EE case of Fig. 4 is presented in Fig. 10.

The agreement between the predicted and experimental curves suggests that a simple trap model can describe the overall behavior of the observed decay. The data of the high EE event show evidence of detector saturation during the first 10-30 ms of the decay. This may account for the excess of the predicted value over the experimental points in this region of Fig. 10. The agreement between the rate constants computed from the two sets of data is better when the first few data points from the high EE set are omitted from the calculations. Under these conditions, the computed thermal activation rate constants ($B$ in Equation (3)) for the two data sets agree to within about 20%. Assuming a pre-exponential factor of $10^{10}$, the computed rate constant of $8 \times 10^5$ predicts an activation energy of about 0.2 eV. This is consistent with the values determined by Yanagisawa and Huzimura, given the uncertainty in the pre-exponential factor. Fracture at various temperatures, which we are now equipped to do, will allow a more accurate experimental determination of the activation energies involved in the fracto-emission.

In both the typical and high EE decays, the parameters determined by the curved fitting program were consistent with nearly second order decay. In this context, second order decay is one governed by a rate equation of the form
\[ -\frac{dm}{dt} = Dm^2. \]

Equation (2) reduces to this form when \( n \gg n_f, m = n, A_m \gg C(N-n), \) and \( N \gg n. \)
Thus second order decay results when the number of trapped electrons and holes are equal, the number of traps is much greater than the number of trapped charge carriers, and the process of retrapping is much more probable than the process of recombination. Yanagisawa and Huzimura observed second order phosphorescence decays from some of their MgO powders.

This is further evidence that the processes involved in their work are similar to those in ours.

If two thermally activated processes are contributing to the free hole concentration, as in the work of Yanagisawa and Huzimura, then our model is somewhat oversimplified. However, the thermally activated processes they observed may well be hole release from surface \( V^- \) and \( V'^- \) (OH) centers. Then the low \( \text{OH}^- \) concentration in our clear MgO would explain why only one thermally activated process is needed to explain our results.

Other models have been proposed to describe phosphorescence decay in other systems. Electron-hole tunneling coupled with hopping transport have been invoked to describe luminescence decay from phosphors. Williams et al. have used such a model to describe the rapid decay of a 4.9 eV luminescence induced in electron bombarded MgO. Their model has the advantage of having few adjustable parameters. However, only the first 100 \( \mu s \) of the observed decay at room temperature was described by the model, presumably due to interference from a 3.2 eV luminescence peak. In our own case, the existence of suitable surface states in sufficient numbers for the required hopping transport is in doubt.

Still other mathematical descriptions of phosphorescence decay may also be found to describe fracto-emission decay. Ferreira and Carrano de Almeida have demonstrated the existence of a correspondence between hopping transport models and trap models.
Continuous time random walk models have been shown to describe fracto-emission from some polymers quite well, for instance. The choice between corresponding models must often be made on the basis of simplicity and physical plausibility. The simple trap model represented by Equations (2)-(4) has the advantage of being readily interpreted in terms of well understood surface processes.

D. Cloudy/Clear Differences.

The cloudiness of some high purity MgO crystals has been attributed to the presence of voids filled with $H_2$ gas at high pressure. In a recent study of neutral emission accompanying the fracture of MgO, we observed measurable but small $H_2$ emission accompanying fracture. This suggests that our cloudy MgO contained little $H_2$ at the time of fracture, or that the fracture surface did not intersect many voids, or both. However, a significant amount of $O_2$ was observed from cloudy MgO.3 As the crack forms, this gas would be bombarding the fracture surfaces at a very high frequency due to the small volume in the narrow opening of the crack.

As noted above, oxygen quenches phosphorescence in MgO powders. This includes the short lived exciton decay and the long lived recombination of trapped electrons and holes. It seems likely that the fast phE and EE decay of the cloudy crystals relative to that from the clear crystals is due to the chemisorption of oxygen at surface $F^+$ and $P^-$ centers. This process may be diffusion limited, as Yanagisawa and Huzimura found in their study of oxygen adsorption on MgO powders. The relative phE peak heights of clear and cloudy MgO seem to be fairly well accounted for by their relative fracture strengths. If so, the collisional quenching of excitons does not seem to be important on this time scale.

Oxygen may also be involved in the quenching observed by MacLean and Duley in the photoexcitation spectra of MgO powders derived from the decomposition of Mg(OH)$_2$. They observed differences between the photoexcitation spectra of MgO powders formed from MgCO$_3$
and Mg(OH)$_2$. The emission from the ex-hydride appears to be quenched in the region of 220 nm, relative to the emission from the ex-carbonate. The difference between the two spectra was taken to be an indication of the degree of this quenching. The difference curve was similar in form to the absorption spectra of deformed single crystal MgO.$^{25}$ The absorption spectrum of surface $F^+$ centers is expected to peak at the same energy as those in the bulk, that is, about 230 nm. Cloudy portions of melt grown MgO have been shown to be associated with hydroxyl impurities, presumably due to traces of Mg(OH)$_2$ and water associated with the starting material.$^{15}$ If MgO ex-hydride is associated with an excess of oxygen, this oxygen could quench emission from surface $F$-type centers. The same result would obtain if the formation of surface $F$-type centers were hindered in the thermal decomposition of Mg(OH)$_2$. Since excitonic transitions at nondefective sites are responsible for the greater part of the luminescence of MgO powders, the effect of quenching the luminescence at surface defect centers should be similar to the quenching observed by MacLean and Duley.

E. High EE Crystals.

As noted above, the high EE observed from certain MgO samples may be due to improved detection geometry. Although this effect is expected during crack growth, it is not so likely some milliseconds later, when the macroscopic movement of the fractured pieces should dominate over small differences in crack geometry. Another possibility is that we are seeing the effects of different kinds or degrees of surface damage. This damage may be the result of greater bending stresses, as in the case of the unusually strong high EE crystal, or greater shear stresses, as in the case of the crystal breaking off center. The off center break resulted in a far higher EE/phE ratio than normal. The extra shear stresses involved in an off-center break may affect the nature of the resulting surface damage. As noted above, Namba and Murata observed significantly different secondary electron spectra from defective and normal MgO(100) surfaces.$^{55}$ If the dark, mirror-like areas observed on the fracture surfaces are the source of
EE, this damage must be on a submicron scale. As is evident in Fig. 8, features larger than a micron are readily resolved by the SEM. The fracture steps revealed in these photographs are loci of surface damage that may be involved in damage related EE.

F. Positive Ion Emission

The signal we observe with a negatively biased Channeltron detector cannot yet be unambiguously attributed to positive ions from the fracture surface. Time of flight measurements have been used to verify the emission of positive ions from the fracture of filled elastomers and glass fibers.\textsuperscript{64,65} In the case of a number of polymeric materials (filled and unfilled), the PIE and EE showed similar decays,\textsuperscript{66} which is not the case in the present work. Recent observations by Klyuev et al. suggest that electrons produced during interfacial failure and fracture may have energies of tens of keV.\textsuperscript{67} Many of these electrons would be sufficiently energetic to overcome the negative potential on the Channeltron. The resolution of this ambiguity awaits further experiment.

However, the possibility of high energy electron bombardment also suggests a mechanism for ion desorption. Desorption of O\textsuperscript{+} ions under energetic electron bombardment has been observed in several oxides. Recently, photon stimulated desorption of O\textsuperscript{+} ions has been observed in MgO.\textsuperscript{68} This desorption is attributed to the Auger emission of three oxygen electrons during the decay of an excited oxygen core state. Oxygen K-level excitations require about 530 eV, well below the effective 10 keV x-ray cutoff noted by Klyuev et al., and below the -2700 bias on the front end of our channeltron. A less demanding mechanism involving an Mg core excitation has been proposed by Knöte and Feibelman.\textsuperscript{69} They predict O\textsuperscript{+} emission at a threshold of about 52 eV. The large band gap of MgO is expected to hinder neutralization, so that little neutral O emission is expected. The latter prediction is consistent with the paucity of O observed upon the fracture of clear MgO.\textsuperscript{5,6}
The source of ions need not be atoms located in the lattice. The emission of neutral Mg, O, O₂, H₂O, and other species have been reported from the fracture of MgO in three point bend.⁵,⁶ Some of these molecular species are believed to have formed on the surface as a result of chemical reactions. While adsorbed on the surface, electron bombardment could yield ion emission, again via an ESD process. However, because one would expect higher coverages of adsorbed molecules on the cloudy MgO fracture surface, then one would expect the PIE from cloudy MgO to be more intense than from the clear, which is not the case. Either of these situations require electron bombardment of the fracture surface to produce free ions. The energy distribution and time dependence of the electrons involved are not known with any certainly, although a high energy bombardment should be rather short lived. If unambiguous PIE can be established, it would serve as a probe of the fracture induced electron bombardment process.

G. Fast Time Scale Data Results

Although in these experiments no attempt was made to ascertain the precise time of fracture, we seem to be able to observe the rise in phE accompanying the catastrophic crack growth at failure. Experiments are in the planning stage to relate the various stages of failure to the rise in phE.

Coluccia et al. have estimated the luminescence lifetimes of phE from UV stimulated MgO, assuming that the observed decay was a sum of first order processes.²¹ At an excitation energy of 4.52 eV, the lifetimes of the observed processes were 1, 7, and 25 us, respectively. Their apparatus was not sensitive to decays lasting much longer than 100 us. Although we have not performed a similar analysis on any of our fast time scale data, the phE decay presented in Fig. 6c is consistent with lifetimes on the order of 3-50 us. The degree of agreement encouraging, given that the fracture event itself may last a few us.
The luminescence spectra observed by Coluccia et al. are well explained by the decay of surface excitons. Although these spectra were taken under continuous irradiation, it is likely that the earliest decay processes are also dominated by exciton decay. As noted above, we expect bulk exciton decay and other processes to contribute to the emission on this time scale. However, it seems likely that surface exciton decay is a major, if not dominant, factor.

On the somewhat longer time scales of Fig. 6a and 6b, the decay becomes nearly first order, with time constants on the order of 1-3 ms. On sufficiently short time scales, phE due to electron-hole recombination via extended states is expected to yield nearly first order behavior. This suggests that we can hope to explain the bulk of the emission we see in terms of two relatively straightforward processes, exciton decay and the recombination of trapped electrons and holes.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have measured phE and EE due to the deformation and fracture of single crystal MgO in three point bend. phE is observed before fracture, and is attributed to the creation and excitation of defects by moving dislocations. Spectroscopic analysis of this phE may determine the processes involved with more certainty. The peak phE emission at fracture was found to correlate fairly well with the flexure moduli of the fractured crystals. This suggests that the mechanical energy of deformation is being transferred in a reproducible manner. Finally, the long decay in phE and EE suggests that these emissions are due to the recombination of electrons and holes trapped at surface defects.

The dramatic differences in the emission decays from the clear and the cloudy crystals suggests that some chemical species is quenching the emissions from the cloudy crystals. Gaseous oxygen is known to quench the phosphorescence in MgO powders, and recent measurements of neutral emission from the fracture of cloudy MgO indicate that oxygen is available to the surface. Knowledge of cationic impurity concentrations alone is apparently inadequate to characterize MgO crystals for fracto-emission studies.
Several extensions of the present work are being planned in order to further clarify the processes involved in fracto-emission and to enhance the utility of fracto-emission in fracture studies. First, we plan to investigate the correlation between the growth and decay of $p\text{hE}$ and $\text{EE}$ with the position of the crack front as it moves through the crystals. We also hope to make measurements of fracto-emission as a function of temperature. Finally, we hope to extend the range of our fracto-emission observations to crystals displaying higher strength and plasticity.

We believe that fracto-emission is a promising tool for the study of the processes accompanying fracture on the atomic scale. The emission decay provides important clues as to the identity and electronic state of fracture produced surface defects. It is also likely that the pre-fracture emission can provide information about the movement and interaction of dislocations, which are important parameters in the process of deformation and fracture. We are beginning to elucidate the connections between fracto-emission and the atomic processes accompanying deformation and fracture.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. phE, EE, and load during deformation and after fracture of a typical, clear MgO crystal. The sampling time is 10 ms per channel. The phE and EE data show simultaneous peaks about 0.5 s after fracture due to electrical noise generated when the electric motor loading the sample was shut off.

Fig. 2. Plot of phE peak height vs. flexure strength. The line is a least squares fit to the experimental points. Events in which fracture occurred off center are not shown, but generally fall well above the line.

Fig. 3. A comparison of phE and EE from clear and cloudy MgO. The sampling time is 1 ms per channel.

Fig. 4. phE, EE, and load for a crystal of clear MgO displaying particularly strong EE. The fracture occurred somewhat off center.

Fig. 5. Typical PIE and EE decays from clear and cloudy MgO. The triangles represent PIE counts and the dots EE counts. The PIE and EE curves have been normalized at their peaks to facilitate comparison of the decays. The arrow indicates the time of fracture. The PIE and EE data were collected during and after separate fracture events.

Fig. 6. phE from clear MgO, showing the phE decay on three successively faster time scales: a) 25 us/channel; b) 1 us/channel; c) 50 ns/channel. The data were taken during three separate fracture events.
Fig. 7. Composite photographs of the fracture surfaces of two clear MgO crystals. Crystal (a) yielded the typical emissions of Fig. 1 and crystal (b) yielded the high EE emission of Fig. 4. During loading, the upper portion of each crystal was in tension and the lower portion was in compression. The arrow in (a) shows where the progress of crack growth along the tensile side of the crystal was impeded.

Fig. 8. SEM photographs of clear (a) and cloudy (b) MgO fracture surfaces. Both photographs were taken in macroscopically smooth areas of the fracture surface.

Fig. 9. The typical emission decay of Fig. 1 and the decay curve predicted by Equations (2)-(4) with a "best fit" choice of parameters. Only a representative selection of data points is shown.

Fig. 10. The high EE emission decay of Fig. 4 and the decay curve predicted by Equations (2)-(4) with a "best fit" choice of parameters. Only a representative selection of data points is shown.
EMISSION FROM CLEAR MgO - TYPICAL

![Graphs showing emission counts over time for pHe, EE, and load](image-url)

- **pHe Counts (Log)**
  - Time (s): 0 to 6
  - Counts range from 1 to 5100

- **EE Counts (Log)**
  - Time (s): 0 to 6
  - Counts range from 1 to 4800

- **Load (N)**
  - Time (s): 0 to 6
  - Load values range from 45 to 220

The graphs illustrate the emission counts for pHe, EE, and load over time, with specific values and ranges indicated.
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